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Suruchi endeavor in Skill/ Entrepreneur Development Domain 
 
Diploma in Dairy Technology (DDT) in alliance with IGNOU 
Study Center authorized by School of Agriculture Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU) 
Details as below: 
Academy of Dairy Skill Development 
Unit of Suruchi Consultants 
C-49, Sector-65, Noida U.P – 201307 
 
SC/PSC Code: 39018P 
Prog. In-charge: Mr. Sanjay Singhal 
Contact no. : +91-0120+4370845 
Email:  39018P@gmail.com  
 
Admission date:  1st July to 17th August 2016(without late fees) 
    :  18th August to 15th September (late fee of 300/-) 
For more information about DDT please visit on IGNOU website www.ignou.ac.in   
  Suruchi is coming to Chandigarh with its third Regional Dairy Entrepreneurship 
Development Program in December 2016: Register soon 
 
For more information please visit on website www.suruchiconsultants.com 
 
  45th Dairy Entrepreneurship Development Program (DEDP) at Noida 10th to 
11th to 13th September, 2016 with Guided Tour to a Dairy Farm plus a milk 
processing plant. 
For more information please visit on website www.suruchiconsultants.com 
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Dairy News Indian 

Infographic: For snack companies, dairy products will soon be their biggest competitors 
India, which is the world's top milk producer, is the ninth largest market for dairy products, according to a Euromonitor reportNeha Tyagi  |  ET Bureau  |  Aug 29, 2016, 09.16 AM IST 
  
http://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/ 
Snack companies such as Mondelez and PepsiCo may soon find dairy products to be their biggest competitors as health conscious consumers move increasingly towards nutritious foods and diary alternatives changing the very definition of `snacks'. India, which is the world's top milk producer, is the ninth largest market for dairy products, according to a Euromonitor report. The country's dairy market is forecast to grow the fastest among major markets next year. Neha Tyagi takes a look...  

  (Thumbnail picture source: ThinkStock) 
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FSSAI proposes new standards for frozen veggies, jams 
The standards relate to limits for metallic contaminants in these products. 
http://indianexpress.com/article 
By: PTI | New Delhi | Published:August 28, 2016 1:03 pm 

“The framing of standards for new products is a continuous process. In this, we have drafted quality norms for commonly used frozen vegetables and fruit products,” FSSAI CEO Pawan Agarwal said. (Source: File) 
Food regulator FSSAI has proposed new standards for frozen vegetables and processed fruit products, including commonly used canned tomatoes, frozen peas and jams. In a draft regulation, the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) has invited suggestions from all stakeholders. “The framing of standards for new products is a continuous process. In this, we have drafted quality norms for commonly used frozen vegetables and fruit products,” FSSAI CEO Pawan Agarwal told PTI. As per the draft, standards have been framed for canned tomatoes, tomato juice, frozen beans, cauliflower, peas and spinach. Similarly, the regulator has come out with benchmarks for jams, fruit jellies and marmalades. The standards relate to limits for metallic contaminants in these products. In the draft, FSSAI has specified that these products will have to follow the packaging and labelling norms of the regulator. Food additives used in these products should be permitted by the regulator.  
Recently, FSSAI came out with a host of initiatives to promote safe food at homes, schools, offices, eateries and religious places, besides a national survey for assessing milk quality. The idea of launching the 10 new initiatives is to create “a culture of food safety” in the country. Commemorating the 10th anniversary of enactment of the Food Safety and Standards Act 2006, FSSAI had said the new initiatives would focus on safe and nutritious food at home, school, workplace, religious places, on trains and railway stations, at restaurants and other places. FSSAI will provide a green book to every household and create a dedicated website for safe/nutritious food at home. Similarly, for schools, it will prepare a negative list of high fat, sugar and salt foods (commonly referred to as junk food), seeking to ensure food safety and nutrition. It plans to make licence from FSSAI compulsory for food businesses involved in mid-day meal scheme. 
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Amul, 25 others use e-platform to sell dairy items 
http://www.financialexpress.com/ 
With the Centre still grappling with the idea of a pan-Indian electronic marketing platform for 
agricultural produce which could ensure better price realisation for the farmers, 26 state dairy 
cooperatives have shown the way: dairy commodities such as butter, skimmed milk power (SMP) and 
ghee have been traded on an electronic platform created by them since June last year. 
By: Sandip Das | Anand | Published: August 29, 2016 6:26 AM 
 

The platform has ensured quicker settlement of transaction. (PTI) 
With the Centre still grappling with the idea of a pan-Indian electronic marketing platform for agricultural produce which could ensure better price realisation for the farmers, 26 state dairy cooperatives have shown the way: dairy commodities such as butter, skimmed milk power (SMP) and ghee have been traded on an electronic platform created by them since June last year. The platform has ensured quicker settlement of transaction. The cooperatives, including Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (AMUL), Karnataka Cooperative Milk Producers’ Federation (Nandini) and Bihar State Milk Cooperative Federation (Sudha), earlier used to sell their produce to bulk buyers by issuing time-consuming tenders, thus exposing them to volatility in commodity prices. The platform promoted by National Dairy Development Board in collaboration with National Cooperative Dairy Federation of India (NCDFI) conducts weekly e-auction where cooperatives sell their produce to big private players, including ITC Foods, Britannia Industries, Vadilal industries, Patanjali etc. Since the launch of NCDFI eMarket here in June last year, more than R270 crore worth of trade has already taken place. According to KC Supekar, managing director of NCDFI, more than 220 buyers have been registered in the exchange which is expected to increase once the digital platform starts trading on commodities such as sugar, cattle feed etc, through this platform. Around 15,000 tonne of butter, SMP and ghee have sold through eMarket so far. “Through quicker and transparent settlement, cooperatives have been able to sell their produce to highest bidders,” Supekar told FE. NCDFI eMarket has been launched through the technical support from NCDEX market, a wholly subsidiary of commodity bourse NCDEX. Supekar said the electronic platform is designed in such a way that it set a base price and the volume of dairy products to be sold is announced prior to the auction. The private bulk buyers bid for the volume of commodities and not the price while the system increases the price once the demand exceeds the volume of dairy commodities offered to be sold on the platform. For avoiding default in payment by the buyers, a security deposit of R4,000 per tonne for butter and SMP and R6,000 per tonne for ghee has to be deposited with the exchange. “All the payments between buyers and sellers of dairy products are settled through online bank payment and purchasers take their delivery of the products from concerned dairies,” Supekar said. NCDFI has been entrusted with the task of ensuring that all the dairy products sold through this 
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electronic platform adhered to the prescribed standards. Since commencement of its operations, state milk cooperatives from Bihar and Karnataka and Jalgaon milk union have a substantial share in the overall trade in NCDFI eMarket. Thanks to the dairy cooperatives, India is ranked first in global milk production, with an annual output of 146.3 million tonne (MT) during 2014-15 compared to 137.6 MT reported in 2013-14, thus recording a growth of 6.26 %. The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has reported a 3.1% increase in world milk production from 765 MT in 2013 to 789 MT in 2014. NCDFI is an apex body of 26 state-level dairy cooperatives which are connected 198 district cooperative milk unions and about 1.5 crore dairy farmers in the country. 
 

Russia inks agreement to allow dairy exports from India with condition 
Tuesday, 30 August, 2016, 08 : 00 AM [IST] 
Pushkar Oak, Mumbai http://www.fnbnews.com/ 
Russia has signed the agreement to allow dairy exports from India. However, there is a condition - 
companies should procure milk directly from farms and not from collection centres. 
 
Rosselkhoznador, a Russian federal service for veterinary and phytosanitary surveillance (FSVPS) agency 
has already conducted inspections of those players who are willing to export.  
 
A senior official of the ministry of commerce stated that the Russian SPS concerns highlighted foot and 
mouth disease (FMD), which spread across India in the recent past. 
 
“Apart from this, the Russian agency has already carried revised inspections of Indian dairies to ensure 
that the cattle are free from FMD,” he added.  
 
“The agency will soon announce the results on its website stating the Indian companies that are eligible 
for exports,” the official said. 
 
“Tension is mounting on players like Amul, who procure milk across the nation through its collection 
centres,” he added. 
 
“They will face a problem if Russia’s condition over milk procurement is not further negotiated. It will 
take some time to finalise all the negotiations in this regard,” the official said. 
 
He added that several players in the market were demanding that the protocol be signed and the ones 
who were not eligible could join later. 
 
Anup Chatterjee, director, business development, Schreiber Dynamix Dairies, Pune Ltd, said, “We are of 
the opinion that the protocol should have provisions and permissions which should grant access to the 
eligible players in the market.” 
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“Other players, once done with their arrangements, can join us in exporting to Russia,” he added. 
 
Chatterjee said that although the Russian market was not suitable, brands were interested in exporting 
dairy products to the country to expand their portfolio. 
 
He added that the time taken to send a consignment to Russia was approximately 45 days. This, he said, 
added to the delay. 
 
“Due to stringent laws and prolonged negotiations with Russia, there is still hope as Russia has not lifted 
the ban on dairy products from the Eurpoean Union, which was a big importer of the same. Russia also 
imports dairy products from Brazil and Iran,” Chatterjee said. 
 
Initially, the Russian agency found only two companies - Schreiber Dynamix Dairies Ltd and Parag Milk 
Food Ltd - eligible to export due to the condition of 1,000 cattle heads. That condition has now been 
removed. 
 
On extensive lobbying and discussions between both the governments, Russia negotiated the bilateral 
agreement. 

FSSAI to issue new standards for milk, dairy products soon 
By Dairy News India - Aug 19, 2016 
The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) is all set to address the Supreme Court’s concerns on milk adulteration by issuing new standards for milk and milk products, reports CNBC-TV18. 
The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) is all set to address the Supreme Court’s concerns on milk adulteration by issuing new standards for milk and milk products, reports CNBC-TV18. Sources say FSSAI is working on a 3-pronged approach to ensure an overall assessment is done before final guidelines are rolledout and conducting pan-India milk quality survey to identify risk zones. 
 
The food regulator is reportedly taking into account 10-12 parameters in the survey and may provide definition of ‘adulteration’ and ‘fat content’ in the final guidelines. The State Food Safety Commissioners are likely to meet on August 23 to review state reports. 
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Jayalalithaa drops dairy minister, inducts Pandiarajan 
Published Aug 30, 2016, 6:08 am IST, http://www.deccanchronicle.com 
 
Shanmuganathan, who held the Milk and Dairy Development portfolio, was removed from the Cabine 
 Dr A. Chakrapani, chairman, Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council, releases the book Dr Konijeti Rosaiah his excellency the Governor of Tamil Nadu the majestic magnum opus authored by Dr Prabhu Kumari Vanama at Darbar Hall, Raj Bhavan, in the city on Monday (Photo: DC) 
Chennai: Chief Minister J Jayalalithaa on Monday removed S.P. Shanmuganathan from the Cabinet while bringing in noted HR expert Ma Foi Pandiarajan in a minor reshuffle in allocation of portfolios in the first such exercise after she assumed office on May 23. 
Shanmuganathan, who held the Milk and Dairy Development portfolio, was removed from the Cabinet and the department held by him was allotted to K.T. Rajenthra Bhalaji, whose Rural Industries portfolio was given to School Education Minister P.Benjamin. 
The newcomer, Mr Pandiarajan, MLA from Avadi, who had fiercely supported the party's stand on TV debates even when he was an unattached MLA after having broken ranks with the DMDK, will be the new School Education, Youth Welfare and Sports Development Minister. 
“The Governor has also accepted the recommendation of the Chief Minister to appoint K. Pandiarajan, MLA as Minister for Social Education & Sports and Youth Welfare and to allocate the portfolios of School Education, Archaeology, Youth Welfare and Sports Development,” a release from the Raj Bhavan said. Mr Pandiarajan, known as ‘MaFoi’ among his friends and followers, did his MBA from the renowned XLRI, Jamshedpur and began his career in Kolkata. After he moved to Chennai and settled in Anna Nagar, he started MA FOI, India's largest HR Services Firm with just Rs 60,000 in 1992. 
The firm created employment opportunities for more than 3,50,000 professionals. ‘MaFoi began his political career with BJP and later joined the DMDK and was elected as an MLA from Virudhunagar in 2011. In 2016, he formally joined the AIADMK and successfully contested from Avadi constituency on the outskirts of Chennai. 
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A Company Dedicated to Dairy Activities and Allied Agriculture 
By Dairy News India - Aug 31, 2016 
Cowboys – A Company Dedicated to Dairy Activities and Allied Agriculture 
Cowboys is a farm-to-home organic milk brand in its true sense and has been serving patrons from 
South Delhi since over 18 months and is growing only on word-of-mouth without any promotional 
activities. 
Cowboys was incorporated in 2015 with the aim to directly provide fresh and healthy farm produce to 
Delhi & N.C.R. The idea was to produce at farm, sell directly in city and bypass the useless levy of 
distribution expenses on end-customer. Cowboys offerings are grown in-house and not collected from 
different unknown sources each time. The farm itself is amongst the biggest modern agricultural farms 
in India, with an array of activities including dairy, cattle-breeding, greenhouse cultivation, cash crops, 
green fodder, natural manure/vermicompost, floriculture, horticulture, pond-culture and more. 
Cowboys is a farm-to-home organic milk brand in its true sense and has been serving patrons from 
South Delhi since over 18 months and is growing only on word-of-mouth without any promotional 
activities. Cowboys is currently available via a subscription model in South and Lutyens Delhi. Cowboys is 
already a known name in Delhi NCR even after limited geographical coverage and has managed to tap 
the niche premium market for milk priced at Rs. 80 a litre. 
In an interaction with Sujata Sangwan of BWDisrupt, Aalekh Agarwal, Founder, Cowboys, shares details 
about his venture. 
Genesis 
The farm was a family holding and initially only catering to some close families with milk, vegetables and grains and an open space to be at on the weekends. The zeal to share our offerings and gather praises grew and everything else followed. The Farm started growing in size, operations and expertise and finally Cowboys was born in 2015 with an initial livestock of 8 cows and an aim to provide 100% natural and organic produce to the consumers. This ideology stemmed from the need to eliminate rampant adulteration and malpractices which are prevalent in the food produce market. Once the farm operations were standardized and the quality of milk was consistent, Cowboys started retailing the milk in Delhi in January 2015. 
Unique key features 
The practices at farm are totally organic and all major operations of the farm are mechanized. Milk is 
extracted using Automatic Milking Parlors, cows are fed using TMRs and so on. The cows are housed in 
modern housing with all amenable facilities. A major component of cow’s diet (i.e. the fodder) fed to the 
cows is grown at our own farm without the use of chemical fertilizers. 
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Add to that, the personalized experience we try to provide to each of our patrons. We accommodate 
requests for plant saplings. 
Differentiation Factors 
Cowboys is the only true holistic farm to home milk brand. Ours is an integrated and interdependent 
agricultural ecosystem. We grow our own fodder for which we use our cows’ dung. Our cows graze on 
our pastures which are replenished by their own manure. We are the only end-to-end brand where we 
control virtually every aspect and component of our milk production starting from feeding the cows to 
packaging and delivery to the end customer. 
Funding Status 
We are a closely held concern and are self-funded. The expansion and operations are moving with the speed of our own revenues and growth. 
Traction 
We have a subscriber base of 500+ households in South & Lutyens Delhi where we deliver milk on a daily 
basis. Our Cow Ghee, Honey, Mustard Oil, Spices etc have also been received well by our customers. 
Milk constitutes around 67% of our sales value. 
The subscriber base has grown from only 4 customers to 500+ by word of mouth and without any 
promotional activities. The customer base is loyal and unwavering owing to the consistent quality of the 
product and the subscription experience. 
We are also present on online portals like Amazon, Grofers, Instamojo, Milk Basket etc. 

Vechur cow farmers milk rare cattle breed for all its worth 
The traditional distillation unit set up to distill the urine of Vechur cow in the property of farmer 
Sumesh in Kozhikode 
By Dairy News India -Aug 30, 2016 
Vechur cow farmers milk rare cattle breed for all its worth 
KOCHI: Even as the various cow vigilante groups that recently sprung up in North India have been in the 
news for all the wrong reasons, Vechur cow farmers in Kerala– which leads the country in beef 
consumption– are bracing for a silent revolution in cattle rearing by manufacturing and marketing 
various value added products of this rare breed of cattle that takes it nomenclature from a village of the 
same name in Kottayam. 
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It is widely believed that having virgin cows’ urine at dawn  will provide relief from a host of ailments. 
Cashing in on the belief, Vechur Conservation Trust, set up to save the smallest cow in the world from 
the brink of extinction, has been imparting training to Vechur farmers to distill cows’ urine and enable 
them to market the product in the state. 
Speaking to Express, Dr Sosamma Iype, a pioneer in reviving the internationally famed Vechur cow breed 
and who recently won the India Biodiversity Award 2016, said the Trust had been empowering the 
farmers to produce distilled cows’ urine as there was a huge demand for it from  Ayurveda pharma 
companies for producing eye drops, medicines for stomach ailments, toothpaste, toilet soap and herbal 
powder among other things. 
“We had begun to impart training for producing distilled cows’ urine– ‘Gomu’— on an experimental 
basis a couple of years ago. Now, there is  great demand for the cows’ distilled urine and the Trust has 
been helping the breeders to sell the products. As the breeders are few in number in Kerala, more often 
than not the Trust and breeders can’t bridge the supply-demand gap,” she said. 

This IIT-grad opened no-loss-no-profit dairy farm to support villagers 
By: PTI | Kendrapara | Published:August 29, 2016 1:40 pm http://indianexpress.com/ 
Nihar Ranjan Beura visits his native village at Dumuka in Odisha on weekends to look after the farm that 
has 32 hybrid high-yielding cows 
 An alumni of Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) has set up a dairy farm in his native village in Kendrapara district from where locals can buy pure milk at a cheaper rate than the market price. Taking a break from busy schedule of his job at KIIT university in Bhubaneswar, Nihar Ranjan Beura (50) visits his native village at Dumuka under Marshaghai tehsil on weekends to look after the farm that has 32 hybrid high-yielding cows. “The objective to set up a dairy farm was to make available pure milk to my native villagers at reasonable price. Besides I have been able to provide employment to at least 10 families in the farm”, Beura said. The farm is being run on no-loss-no-profit basis. The return from the milk sold is spent on rearing the cows, he said. The project is now two-year-old. Nihar said, “I may have earned lots of money in overseas jobs. But the success of the project has given me immense pleasure.”  
According to a local Abanti Behera, “Nihar babu seems to set an example to others that one has to give back to his or her motherland.” After finishing his schooling from a high school in Marsaghai and Intermediate Science in Kendrapara college, Nihar did MTech in Industrial Engineering and Management from IIT, Kharagapur. “I was only one-year-old when my father Sunakar and my five-years-old elder brother perished in the 1967 cyclone. My mother Sunandabala who became widow at the age of 25 was a source of inspiration for me,” he said.  
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“Some time back, I was struck by how little it had changed in the village. In my childhood, my mother used to eke out our living by selling milk from our four cows. I decided to rear cows in our village. I purchased 35 jersey cows three years back by spending around Rs eight lakh. I spent Rs 10 lakh to build cattle shed. Now the cows give about 300 liters of milk daily. About 12 families of our village eke out their livings by working in the dairy farm. Three acre land close to the dairy farm has been developed for fodder farming. The fodder leads to increase in milk yield,” said Nihar. Nihar said he also organises yoga, meditation and spiritual events in my village. His goal is to help his people and therefore, he spends weekends in his village to do all the works. “I quit highly paid job in the US and other countries and decided to settle at Odisha. With my present job, I have been able to pursue rural development in my village,” he said. “Career counselling by Nihar sir is of immense help to the poor students of our area. It gives the much-needed exposure to local college students,” said a village boy who studies in a local college. 

Cattle and Dairy Development 
By Dairy News India - Aug 28, 2016 
India ranks first among the world’s milk producing Nations since 1998 and has the largest bovine population in the World. Milk production in India during the period 1950-51 to 2014-15, has increased from 17 million tonnes to 146.3 million tonnes as compared to 137.7 million tonnes during 2013-14 recording a growth of 6.26 % FAO reported 3.1% increase in world milk Production from 765 million tonnes in 2013 to 789 million tonnes in 2014. 
The per capita availability of milk in the country which was 130 gram per day during 1950-51 has increased to 322 gram per day in 2014-15 as against the world average of 293.7 grams per day during 2013. This represents sustained growth in the availability of milk and milk products for our growing population. 
Dairying has become an important secondary source of income for millions of rural families and has assumed the most important role in providing employment and income generating opportunities particularly for marginal and women farmers. Most of the milk is produced by animals reared by small, marginal farmers and landless labourers. About 15.46 million farmers have been brought under the ambit of 165835 village level dairy cooperative societies up to March 2015. 
Government of India is making efforts for strengthening the dairy sector through various Central sector Schemes like “National Programme for Bovine Breeding and Dairy Development”, National Dairy Plan (Phase-I) and “Dairy Entrepreneurship Development Scheme”. 
The restructured Scheme National Programme for Bovine Breeding and Dairy Development (NPBBDD) was launched by merging four existing schemes i.e. Intensive Dairy Development Programme (IDDP), Strengthening Infrastructure for Quality & Clean Milk Production (SIQ&CMP), Assistant to Cooperatives and National Project for Cattle & Buffalo Breeding with the budget provision of Rs.1800 crores for implementation during 12th Plan. 
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In order to meet the growing demand for milk with a focus to improve milch animal productivity and increase milk production, the Government has approved NationalDairy Plan Phase-I (NDP-I) in February, 2012 with a total investment of about Rs.2242 crore to be implemented from 2011-12 to 2016-17. 
NDP-I will help to meet the projected national demand of 150 million tonnes of milk by 2016-17 from domestic production through productivity enhancement, strengthening and expanding village level infrastructure for milk procurement and provide producers with greater access to markets. 
The strategy involves improving genetic potential of bovines, producing required number of quality bulls, and superior quality frozen semen and adopting adequate biosecurity measures etc. 
The scheme is implemented by NDDB through end implementing agencies like state Dairy Cooperative Federations/Unions/Milk Producers Companies. NDP-I would focus on 15 major milk producing States – Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, Gujarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, West Bengal, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Orissa and Kerala which account for over 90% of the country’s milk production. Now the area of Operation of NDP-I has been extended to three more states i.e.Uttarakhand, Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand. 
Coverage of NDP- I will however be across the country in terms of benefits accruing from the scheme. 
I . NPBB&DD NPBB&DD (44.9 KB) 

Visakha dairy of AP to release three new products in market 
By Dairy News India - Aug 27, 2016 
Smart city based Visakha dairy chairman A Tulasi Rao today said the dairy is set to release its three new products in the market including cream in two different packs and flavored milk.At present, the dairy is procuring and processing more than 7 lakh litres of milk a day and is aiming a target of 10 lakh litres per day by 2020.Speaking to the media here, Mr Rao said,”The dairy operates in five districts of the state-Srikakulam, Vizianagaram, Visakhapatnam, East Godavari and West Godavari. We are producing a range of dairy products and exports are in pipeline. 
”The septuagenarian is nicknamed ‘Andhra Kurien’ for his achievements in the dairy sector.”The Visakha Dairy, established in 1973 with an initial capacity of 7,000 litres a day at Akkireddipalem in the district, is now in a position to take on competition from any quarter – private dairies or co-op dairies. 
In 1986, we used to visit Anand to study Amul’s methods of operation. Now, delegates from Amul are visiting our plant,” he said.Recounting the vicissitudes the dairy had passed through during the past 30 years, he said,”To a large extent the policies of successive governments are to be blamed for the failure of many co-operative dairies. 
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We have survived and thrived against all odds, but many co-op dairies like Chittoor dairy have collapsed.”He said the basic character of Visakha Dairy had undergone transformation during the past 30 years from a co-op dairy into almost a private company. “Now we are under the Companies Act and if we had not made the adjustments we too would have gone unnoticed,” he added.UNI 
Visakha Dairy aims at processing 10 lakh litres a day by 2020 
The Visakha Dairy, the premier dairy in Andhra Pradesh, is currently procuring and processing more than 7 lakh litres of milk a day and is aiming at a target of 10 lakh litres a day by 2020, according to the Chairman, A Tulasi Rao. 
The dairy operates in five districts of AP – Srikakulam, Vizianagaram, Visakhapatnam, East Godavari and West Godavari. 
The 76-year-old Tulasi Rao, nicknamed “Andhra Kurien’’ for his achievements in the dairy sector, told the media here on Saturday that when he had taken over as the chairman three decades ago in 1986, the Visakha Co-operative Dairy was handling hardly 40,000- 50,000 litres of milk a day and “now we have crossed 7 lakh litres a day and our turnover is Rs. 1,100 crore. We are producing a range of dairy products and shortly we are also planning exports.’’ 
Recounting the vicissitudes the dairy had passed through during the past 30 years, he said that “to a large extent the policies of successive governments are to blame for the failure of many co-operative dairies. We have survived and thrived against all odds but many co-op dairies like Chittoor Dairy have collapsed.’’ 
He said that the basic character of Visakha Dairy had undergone transformation during the past 30 years from a co-op dairy into almost a private company. “Now we are under the Companies Act and if we had not made the adjustments we too would have gone under,’’ he said. 
He said the Visakha Dairy, established in 1973 with an initial capacity of 7,000 litres a day at Akkireddipalem in Visakhapatnam district, “is now in a position to take on competition from any quarter – private dairies or co-op dairies. In 1986, we used to visit Anand to study Amul’s methods of operation. Now, delegates from Amul are visiting our plant.’’ 
To celebrate three decades of Tulasi Rao’s leadership, Visakha Dairy is releasing three new dairy products in the market – cream in two different packs and flavoured milk. 
Source : thehindubusinessline 
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Maharashtra: Minister hints at major shake-up in dairy sector 
Another isue the Maharashtra government wants to address is the vast difference between the 
procurement prices and the selling prices of milk in the state 
By Dairy News India - Aug 26, 2016 
The state government is reviewing the freedom given to private dairies and is planning to build a single dairy brand for Maharashtra, on the lines of Amul in Gujarat. The government also intends to make milk cheaper for the end consumer. To that end, the government is considering tweaking the various permissions given to private dairies. 
State’s Minister for Cattle and Dairy Development Mahadev Jankar told The Indian Express on Saturday, “In 2011, the then state government had decontrolled the sector and private dairies grew at the expense of cooperative and government dairies. I have asked the law, the judiciary and the general administration department (GAD) to give us their opinion so that we can change the decontrol order.” 
The decontrol order, officials said, had allowed private dairies to set up shop without much government intervention. Re-tweaking the government resolution would mean framing rules for the sector. Other than the procurement cost — the cost at which dairies purchase from farmers — the government plans to set limits to handling, transport and processing charges, among others. 
Another issue the government wants to address is the vast difference between the procurement prices and the selling prices of milk in the state. At present, cow’s milk, which is sold at the rate of Rs 48-50 per litre, is procured at Rs 22 per litre from farmers. “There seems to be not much logic to this price lag and we want to stop this. If private diaries will not listen to us, we will be forced to take action against them,” he said. 
In the name of farmers, Jankar said, dairies have acquired government grants and if they fail to toe the line, they will be stripped of the grants. Maharashtra procures 16 crore litres of milk daily, 65 per cent of it from the private sector and 24 per cent from the cooperative sector. The government dairy, Aarey, barely procures just 1 per cent of the milk. Jankar said within the next six months, he wants to create a single, pan-Maharashtra brand. 
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Sonowal keen on replicating Amul success story in state 
By Dairy News India - Aug 25, 2016 
To boost dairy development in the state, the Sarbananda Sonowal government has decided to invest Rs 1.2 crore in each of the 25,000 villages under the chief minister’s Samagra Gramin Unnayan Yojana. 
Sonowal appealed to dairy farmers to tap the flourishing market for milk products in the southeast Asian countries and take up dairy farming seriously to bring about a white revolution in the state. 
“One of the priorities of my government is to develop the dairy sector,” Sonowal said while addressing dairy farmers at an event on the occasion of Purabi Milk Day at Srimanta Sankardev Auditorium in the city recently. 
He cited the example of Amul in Gujarat and said Assam had the potential to grow in the dairy sector and capitalize on vast markets in southeast Asia. 
“Amul has already created a market for its products in countries like Australia, the Middle East and southeast Asia. Assam also has the potential to grow in the dairy sector. It is time to capture the market in our neighbouring countries,” the CM said. 
He added that of the Rs 25,000-crore revenue generated by Amul, Rs 18,000 crore directly benefits the farmers. 
Appreciating the contribution of Purabi or West Assam Milk Producers’ Union Ltd (Wamul), Sonowal said the production of Wamul was only 500 litre per day about eight years ago. 
“Now, production has reached 50,000 litre per day and I want this to increase to 5 lakh litres per day in the next 10 years,” he said. 

Traditional Indian diet dramatically cuts Alzheimer’s risk 
By Dairy News India - Aug 27, 2016 
While consumption of meat, sweets, and high-fat dairy products that characterise a Western diet significantly increases the risk of Alzheimer’s disease, traditional Indian diet is associated with reduced risk of the most common form of dementia, says a study. 
“Although the traditional Mediterranean diet is associated with about half the risk for Alzheimer’s disease of the Western diet, the traditional diets of countries such as India, Japan, and Nigeria, with very low meat consumption, are associated with an additional 50 per cent reduction in risk of Alzheimer’s disease,” said study author William B Grant from Sunlight, Nutrition and Health Research Center in San Francisco, California. 
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Fruits, vegetables, grains, low-fat dairy products, legumes, and fish are associated with reduced risk of Alzheimer’s disease, the study said. 
To determine dietary risk factors for Alzheimer’s disease, the researcher reviewed journal literature. 
Besides, an ecological study was also conducted using Alzheimer’s disease prevalence data from 10 countries including India along with dietary supply data 5, 10, and 15 years before the prevalence data. 
The other countries from which data was taken include Brazil, Chile, Cuba, Egypt, Mongolia, Nigeria, Republic of Korea, Sri Lanka and the US. 
Dietary supply of meat or animal products (minus milk) five years before Alzheimer’s disease prevalence had the highest correlations with Alzheimer’s disease prevalence in this study published in the Journal of the American College of Nutrition. 
The study discussed the specific risk each country and region faces for developing Alzheimer’s disease based on their associated dietary habits. 
Residents of the US seem to be at particular risk, with each person having about a four per cent chance of developing Alzheimer’s disease, likely due in part to the Western dietary pattern, which tends to include a large amount of meat consumption. 
“Reducing meat consumption could significantly reduce the risk of Alzheimer’s disease as well as of several cancers, diabetes mellitus Type-2, stroke, and, likely, chronic kidney disease,” Grant noted. 
–IANS 
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FDA, FSSAI to collaborate for new initiatives for Goa 
TNN | Aug 26, 2016, 03.23 AM IST http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/ 

 
Representative image Panaji: The state food and drugs administration, (FDA) Goa has been selected by the FSSAI to pilot three 10 @ 10 initiatives in the state.  These will be providing safe and nutritious food at home, in schools and by restaurants/railways.  "The FSSAI is commemorating the decade of enactment of the FSS Act 2006 by launching 10 @ 10 initiatives to cover every place where food is consumed. 10 @ 10 initiative is planned to connect with citizens in multiple ways for creating food safety culture," said director, FDA Goa and commissioner, food safety, Goa, Salim Veljee.  Under these initiatives, the FSSAI will provide in-house training to the enforcement officials of FDA, Goa in coming months. These trained officials in collaboration with consumers and other agencies conduct such programmes all across the state at home, schools, restaurants, etc to promote the culture of safe and nutritious food to all.  Under safe and nutritious food at home, FSSAI is bringing out a 'green book- your companion on safe nutritious food at home. This would have useful and practical tips and information about food safety and nutrition that Indian households need on a day to day basis.  The target is to provide every household a printed version of the curated handbook on safe and nutritious food at home. Also, have a web-based platform for homemakers to share their experiences and thus create vibrant community of homemakers. 
Through safe and nutritious food at schools, FSSAI seeks to ensure the standard of safety and nutrition across the entire eco-system of food around schools, including lunchbox, canteens, cafeteria, foodjoints, mess, aanganwadi. 
Three components are included to strengthen the safety and nutrition at midday meals: compulsory FSSAI registration/licence for food business involved with the scheme, periodic inspections and regular testing of food. 
At restaurants, a FSSAI-trained food safety supervisor will be designated at each restaurant to carry out hygiene standards; a mandatory food safety display board will be put up; and hygiene rating of restaurants will be done to inform consumers about health promoting restaurants. 
At railways, FSSAI has tied up with railways to initiate 'project safety on track.' At places of worship, FSSAI is engaging with the managements of places of worship to help them implement food safety management systems. 
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Heritage raises milk prices in Tamil Nadu 
By Dairy News India - Aug 26, 2016 
Consumers in Tamil Nadu who use Heritage brand of milk will have to spend Rs 2 more per litre from August 1. In a circular to Tamil Nadu Milk Dealers Association on Sunday, the Andhra Pradesh-based company said standardised milk would cost Rs 48 per litre while the price of full cream variety would be Rs 52 per litre. 
Heritage sells around three lakh litre of milk in Chennai and suburbs. Other brands like Tirumala and Aarogya also have a considerable market share of the milk market in the city. While Arogya and Tirumala increased the milk price in February and June, Heritage is increasing the price only now. 
The price of milk sold by private companies in Chennai has been gone up considerably over the years even though there is no hike in procurement price or shortage of milk. 
Heritage company sources did not give any reasons for increasing the price from Monday. Compared to Aavin price, the private milk is costlier by nearly Rs 10 per litre. Government-owned Aavin sells standardised milk at Rs 39 per litre in open market. 
Dealers condemned the hike in milk prices. ”The increase in milk prices in condemnable. Milk is available in plenty, and there are many dairy farmers who are ready to sell milk to private companies as Aavin is not procuring the entire quantity of milk produced in the state,” dealers association leader K A Ponnusamy said. 
The association wanted government intervention to control the price of milk sold by private producers. 

AAP to release farmers’ manifesto in Moga on September 11  
AAP will continue with ban on cow slaughter in Punjab but will not promote indigenous cow breeds, says sources 
Updated: August 25, 2016 6:34 am, http://indianexpress.com/ 

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal. (Source PTI) 
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THE AAM Aadmi Party (AAP) is expected to release its manifesto for farmers in Moga on September 11 in the presence of Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal. Sources from the party told The Indian Express that the ‘kisan manifesto’ will offer legal help to small and marginal farmers who are in debt. “The ultimate solution to stop farmers in debt from committing suicide is to bring them in a compromise with banks and moneylenders (arthiyas). We are proposing a policy under which a mutually agreed amount will be reached that farmers can repay comfortably. If it still does not work out, we will provide legal and financial help to farmers,” said a source, who was part of farmers’ dialogues that AAP held across the state. “We are not concentrating on compensation after suicide but on steps to stop suicides,” added the source. For the benefit of dairy farmers, AAP has proposed to include dairy products — cheese, curd and milk — in mid-day meal of government school students. “This will serve dual purpose. Students will get nutritious diet and small agro-processing units run by dairy farmers can supply these products. We also have a long-term plan to replace substandard meals served in schools,” said the source. Meanwhile, AAP will continue with ban on cow slaughter in Punjab but will not promote indigenous cow breeds. “We also want gau raksha but there will be strict action against cow vigilante groups who are harassing dairy farmers. We have proposed construction of gaushalas and cow slaughter will not be allowed. “But unlike the present government, we will not promote of indigenous cow breeds, and they will not be imposed on farmers. Since years farmers have been breeding HF cows and promoting desi cows will only increase their losses,” said the source. In areas of farm research and technology, the AAP manifesto is expected to propose upgradation of technology in laboratories of Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) and Guru Angad Dev Veterinary and Animal Sciences University (GADVASU). Watch Video: What’s making news “Apart from fund crisis that both varsities are facing and we promise to solve it, there is also an issue with lowering research standards. We propose to fill posts lying vacant in both varsities and eliminate staff crunch. Extension wing of varsities will be strengthened as they still lack connect with farmers and administrative issues will also be fixed,” he said. GS Kang, head of AAP Kisan and Labour wing, told The Indian Express, “We have prepared a kisan manifesto after a thorough dialogue with farmers across the state.” 

Times Group, HT Media to pick stakes in dairy company Kwality 
By Jhimli M - Aug 24, 2016 
Dairy company Kwality Ltd is raising an undisclosed amount in funding from media companies Bennett, Coleman & Co Ltd (BCCL) and HT Media Ltd. This is a rare instance of the two arch rivals investing together in a company. 
In a disclosure to the Bombay Stock Exchange, Kwality Ltd, earlier known as Kwality Dairy India Ltd, said it will be raising the funds through an issue of preferential allotment of equity shares, convertible warrants and compulsory convertible debentures to both the companies. 
However, the respective stakes of the two media companies were not immediately known. Email queries sent to Kwality, BCCL and HT Media didn’t elicit any immediate response. 
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The Delhi-based dairy firm had recently got approval from its board of directors to raise Rs 60 crore (about $9 million then). The company had, then, mentioned that it will be issuing the “shares/warrants/debentures to persons/entities other than the promoter group”. 
Kwality produces a range of products, including ghee, flavoured milk, yogurts, butter, cheese and curd. In 1994, the former owners of Kwality had sold their ice-cream brand to Hindustan Unilever. 
The company has six milk processing units in Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Rajasthan, and retails products under its Dairy Best brand. Kwality also supplies to Mother Dairy, Cadbury’s and ice cream makers Vadilal Enterprises Ltd and Cream Bell. 
Both HT and BCCL, also known as the Times Group, have emerged as one of the leading investors picking stakes in companies across various stages of their lifecycle. BCCL also runs an ad-for-equity division which has come up with an innovative model under it teams up with private equity firms and venture capital funds to invest in early-stage companies in return for providing advertising opportunities across its media platforms. 
In an arrangement that could be the first of its kind globally, BCCL has partnered with some leading private equity and venture capital funds which grant BCCL a stake in their investee firms in return for advertisements and promotions across BCCL-owned media properties including its English dailies, TV channels, radio stations and a host of internet platforms, among others. 
BCCL has backed several companies this year which include e-commerce marketplace Flipkart, Snapdeal and online classified platform Quikr. 
Since January, it has also backed ventures such as e-commerce startup for customisation of products icustommadeit.com, e-grocer TaziSabzi and O2O hyperlocal deals discovery platform FLIT. 
HT Media, on the other hand, is relatively a new entrant in the ad-for-equity investment space. It recently invested in Singapore-based digital content firm Sports Asia Pte. Ltd. 
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Tata Global Beverages looks to enter dairy business 
By Jhimli M - Aug 24, 2016 

Tata Group chairman Cyrus Mistry speaks during the Tata Global Beverages Limited annual general meeting in Kolkata on Wednesday. Photo: AFP 
Tata Global Beverages Limited (TGBL, formerly Tata Tea Ltd) on Wednesday said it was looking to enter the dairy business as it scouts for opportunities to expand beyond tea, coffee and bottled water. 
Addressing shareholders in Kolkata on Wednesday at the company’s annual general meeting, Tata group chairman Cyrus Mistry said there are plenty of opportunities in the dairy business, “particularly in India”. He, however, said there was no immediate time frame for the launch of dairy products. 
TGBL is a global beverages company with substantial business interests outside India. 
Dairy is attracting a lot of new entrants. Biscuit maker Britannia Industries Ltd is preparing to launch its dairy products. ITC Ltd, which produces cigarettes and other consumables, has also recently entered the business. 
Mistry said TGBL was now looking to grow inorganically, and that it was ready to make “aggressive moves to acquire”. But at the same time, if a target company does not measure up to expectations or doesn’t come at the right price, “we should not be shy to drop (the plan)”. 
TGBL is also going to “restructure” its Chinese joint venture, Zhejiang Tata Tea Extraction Co. Ltd, which reported a net loss of Rs.15.34 crore on revenue of Rs.3.08 crore in the year ended December 2015. Its operations have not stabilized, TGBL said in its latest annual report. 
Mistry said that while the firm has decided to restructure the loss-making venture, it is yet to decide on how to do it. “We are exploring multiple options,” he added. 
Speaking about the water business, which is a joint venture with PepsiCo, Mistry said NourishCo Beverages Ltd continues to make losses despite gains in sales. To turn it around, the firm needs to rethink its strategy, he said. In fiscal 2015-16, NourishCo registered a turnover of Rs.125 crore and a net loss of Rs.16 crore. 
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On the goods and services tax (GST), Mistry said the regime will have an inflationary impact on the prices of tea and coffee across the board. The industry is in discussion with the government, trying to explain that tea and coffee are widely consumed beverages cutting across the economic strata, he said. 
However, he added that GST should be “looked at in totality”—there could be an adverse short-term impact but the “long-term benefit is going to be significant for both the industry and consumers”. 
The firm is also looking to tap e-commerce as it is seeing “shifts in consumption pattern” with the emergence of alternative channels for sales such as online retail platforms. 
Mistry said Starbucks in the US would now offer single-origin coffee sourced from Tata Coffee Ltd’s Nullore estates, located in the Coorg region. 
According to Mistry, the company should take “bolder steps” in the coffee business and its contribution to the company’s financials must increase. While TGBL will focus more on growing organically in the coffee business, it would also look at inorganic avenues of growth in the future, he added. 
In developed markets, TGBL will continue to focus on expanding sales of green tea and specialty tea. Back home, it will strengthen black tea sales, Mistry said. 

Wayanad’s Abdul Rasheed bags best dairy farmer award 
By Dairy News India - Aug 24, 2016 

 
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM: Abdul Rasheed, a native of Chundappady at Kalpetta in Wayanad has been selected for the best dairy farmer award for 2015, instituted by the state animal husbandry department. The award comprises a cash prize of Rs 1 lakh, citation and statuette. 
Announcing the award here on Monday, forest and animal husbandry minister K Raju said that Rasheed was chosen for the prestigious award considering his herd of high yielding cows, volume of milk production and scientific breeding methods. Rasheed has been running his dairy farm for the past four years and has been distributing 12,600 litres of milk per month through local milk societies. 
Among the winners of other awards are Sebi Pazhayattil from Ashtamichira in Thrissur (best farmer in the mixed farming category), Philip K C from Puthupady in Kozhikode (best commercial dairy farm), Lalitha Ramakrishnan from Muthalamada, Palakkad (best woman entrepreneur) and Hyder Niyaz K from Kulathur, Malappuram (best young farmer). 
The awards will be presented at a function to be held on the premises of the Kanakakkunnu Palace here at 11am on Tuesday. 
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Amul MD Sodhi appointed on board of India Post Payment Banks 
Sodhi is one of the five independent members to be appointed on the board IPPB, which is set to be operational in March 2017 
By Dairy News India - 
 Aug 24, 2016 
Amul Managing Director R S Sodhi has been appointed as independent director on the board of India Post Payment Banks (IPPB) — the payments bank arm of postal department. 
“GCMMF Managing Director R S Sodhi has been appointed independent director on the board of IPPB,” an official source told PTI. 
Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF) sells the Amul brand of milk products. 
Sodhi is one of the five independent members to be appointed on the board IPPB, which is set to be operational in March 2017. 
The board will have four in-house representatives. 
IPPB came into existence after it received certificate of incorporation from the Registrar of Companies on August 17. 
Payments bank allows mobile firms, supermarket chains, and others to cater to banking requirements of individuals and small businesses. It will be set up as a differentiated bank and will confine its activities to acceptance of demand deposits, remittance services, Internet banking and other specified services. 
The India Post Payments Bank aims to become the most accessible bank in the world, riding on advanced banking and payments technology. 
Coupled with physical presence across 1.55 lakh post offices and the reach of the postman, the India Post Payments Bank plans to become a powerful and effective vehicle of real financial inclusion in the country. 
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Prabhat Dairy launches paneer in 200g thermofoam pack priced at Rs 70 
Tuesday, 23 August, 2016, 08 : 00 AM [IST] 
Our Bureau, Mumbai http://www.fnbnews.com/ 
Prabhat Dairy Limited launched paneer in 200g thermofoam packs priced at Rs 70. Available in modern trade outlets, the paneer is manufactured in a state-of-the-art plant in Shrirampur, Maharashtra (which has a daily manufacturing capacity of five tons) and has a shelf life of 21 days.  The manufacturing process employs the latest technology to ensure a product that is untouched by the human hand. This ensures that the paneer contains all the natural goodness and nutritive value of milk.  

DNA test for cows, Haryana govt is set to tag desi ones 
The Haryana government recently launched pasteurised A2 milk from desi cows. 
Written by Khushboo Sandhu | Chandigarh | Updated: August 22, 2016 3:40 am 

The idea is to promote desi cows in the state as well as enhancing 
supply of A2 milk. 
The Haryana government is set to tag indigenous (desi) cows after testing their DNA. The idea is to promote desi cows in the state as well as enhancing supply of A2 milk. The Haryana government recently launched pasteurised A2 milk from desi cows. A plant has been set up at Kurukshetra that has the capacity to process 5000 litres of milk. The A2 component is present only in desi cows’ milk. Haryana Dairy Development Co-operative Federation Chairman G L Sharma said, “A2 has several qualities. It enhances immunity and helps in fighting diseases. However, A2 is present in milk of only desi cows. In case the cow is of mixed breed or a foreign breed, this component is missing. To ensure that the milk that we are supplying has the A2 component, the DNA of the cows will be tested. We will get the testing done by National Dairy Development Board (NDDB). The process will be started soon.” × 
Sharma said DNA testing will help to prevent mixed breeding. “Once the DNA testing is done, the cows that are of indigenous variety will be tagged. There are three kinds of desi cows including Sahiwal, Haryanvi and Lakhi,” he said. At present, around 3,000 litres A2 milk is being supplied. Samples are tested everyday by National Dairy Research Institute as well as NDDB. The federation now plans to supply milk on demand across Haryana and Delhi. At present, the supply of milk is mostly restricted to Chandigarh, Panchkula, Kurukshetra and Gurgaon.  
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Assam CM urges dairy farmers to look towards SE Asian market 
By Jhimli M - Aug 22, 2016 
Chief Minister Sarbananda Sonowal today appealed the farmers of Assam to look for a market in South East Asian countries for dairy products and urged them to take up dairy farming to start a milk revolution in the state. 
Addressing dairy farmers on ‘Celebration of Purabi Milk Day’ here, Chief Minister Sonowal cited the examples of Gujarat’s Amul which he said has created a market for its products. 
He said Assam has the potential to grow in the dairy sector and could tap the dairy market in the South-East Asian countries considering the state’s geographical advantage. 
“Amul has already created a market for its products in countries like Australia, Middle East and in South East Asia. Assam also has the potential to grow in the dairy sector and it is time to resolve to capture the market in our neighbouring country,” Sonowal said. 
He informed that out of the Rs 25,000 crore revenue generated by Amul, Rs 18,000 crore directly benefitted the farmers. 
Appreciating the efforts of Purabi or West Assam Milk Producers‘ Union Ltd (WAMUL), Sonowal said the production of the WAMUL was only 500 litres per day about eight years ago. 
“Now the production of WAMUL has reached 50,000 litres per day and I want this to increase to 5 lakh litres per day in next ten years,” he said. 
Observing Assam is yet to become self-sufficient in milk production, the Chief Minister said the state imports two lakh litres of milk every day from outside to cater to the consumer’s requirement. 
Sonowal further said Assam government has decided to invest Rs 1.20 crore in each of the 25000 villages in state under Chief Minister’s Samagra Gramin Unnayan Yojana as “One of the priority schemes of the government will be to develop the dairy sector“. 
Referring to the Prime Minister’s development initiative towards the Nort-East, Sonowal said Narendra Modi has announced to turn the region into an organic hub. 
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Maharashtra: Minister hints at major shake-up in dairy sector 
Another isue the Maharashtra government wants to address is the vast difference between the 
procurement prices and the selling prices of milk in the state. 
Written by Partha Sarathi Biswas | Pune | Published:August 21, 2016 5:10 am 
The state government is reviewing the freedom given to private dairies and is planning to build a single dairy brand for Maharashtra, on the lines of Amul in Gujarat. The government also intends to make milk cheaper for the end consumer. To that end, the government is considering tweaking the various permissions given to private dairies. State’s Minister for Cattle and Dairy Development Mahadev Jankar told The Indian Express on Saturday, “In 2011, the then state government had decontrolled the sector and private dairies grew at the expense of cooperative and government dairies. I have asked the law, the judiciary and the general administration department (GAD) to give us their opinion so that we can change the decontrol order.”  
The decontrol order, officials said, had allowed private dairies to set up shop without much government intervention. Re-tweaking the government resolution would mean framing rules for the sector. Other than the procurement cost — the cost at which dairies purchase from farmers — the government plans to set limits to handling, transport and processing charges, among others. 
Another isue the government wants to address is the vast difference between the procurement prices and the selling prices of milk in the state. At present, cow’s milk, which is sold at the rate of Rs 48-50 per litre, is procured at Rs 22 per litre from farmers. “There seems to be not much logic to this price lag and we want to stop this. If private diaries will not listen to us, we will be forced to take action against them,” he said. 
In the name of farmers, Jankar said, dairies have acquired government grants and if they fail to toe the line, they will be stripped of the grants. Maharashtra procures 16 crore litres of milk daily, 65 per cent of it from the private sector and 24 per cent from the cooperative sector. The government diary, Aarey, barely procures just 1 per cent of the milk. Jankar said within the next six months, he wants to create a single, pan-Maharashtra brand. 
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How One Farmer Built A Dairy Dynasty In India 
By Jhimli M - Aug 21, 2016, http://dairynews.in/ 
In the world of sports, it would be called a dynasty. For Harpreet Singh, a dairy farmer in northern India, his farm’s streak of dominance for milk production at the state fair is just business as usual. 
“Normally, we get the first rank, but in some shows we get second or third,” he said. “Last year, among the top 10 cattle in the show, five were from our farm!” 
His animals average 36 liters of milk per day, well above a national average that’s less than 10. And his champion cow can produce up to 60 liters, an amount described as “unheard of” by Achyuth Iyengar, head of Cargill Feed & Nutrition for India. 
“If Cargill had not been there, we would not have been able to get the production we have today,” Singh said, referring to the 8,000-liter daily milk average that his farm generates. He has seen a rise of about 25 percent in his productivity since switching several years ago to Cargill developed feed products like Purina® Milkgen 10000. Along the way, he has gone from 20 animals to more than 100. 
But the rise in productivity for Singh and his neighbors is due to more than just converting to Cargill-formulated feed. It’s the result of a comprehensive program the company has developed around farmer training, one that’s helping transform livelihoods for as many as 75,000 farmers here every year. 
A thirst for knowledge India has seen significant development in its dairy industry over the past few decades, going from painful shortages to being the largest dairy producer in the world. States like Singh’s home of Punjab and neighboring Haryana and Rajastan have become key dairy regions. 
Today, India’s demand for milk is estimated at 155 million metric tons per year. Within eight years, that’s projected to grow an additional 50 percent. The most environmentally, socially and economically sustainable solution to meeting this massive need will be to help India’s small dairy farmers get more milk from every cow.But this high level of growth has not kept pace with the blistering rise in demand. The country’s rapidly increasing population coupled with higher incomes means more and more Indians want to consume protein. And because a large percentage of India’s citizens are vegetarian, many of them look to dairy products to meet that need. Milk-based paneer, ghee, yogurt and sauces are all staples of daily life. 
“Here’s the irony: India has more dairy cows than any other country. We need to help make those cows more productive,” said Iyengar, referencing the fact that India’s cows often produce just a tenth of their counterparts in developed markets. 
When Cargill entered India’s dairy feed market in 2006, many farmers had just a few cows, each often producing just two to six liters of milk per day, barely enough to provide for their families’ needs, let 
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alone generate a surplus to sell. Eighty-five percent of India’s milk comes from these small farms, meaning there is huge potential if they can collectively raise their yields. 
“Predominantly, farmers in India are still subsistence farmers, two- to five-cow farmers. But they have ambition,” said Iyengar. “These are people who really want toadopt new technologies to grow their herds and grow their yields, and who take pride in their own achievements.” 
To help them reach their goals, Cargill began sending sales people and veterinarians to work individually or with small groups of farmers on animal husbandry practices. Topics included how, what and when to feed animals, breeding management, sanitation and animal health, among others. 
Over time, these training sessions were opened up to more farmers in the communities. Today, they might be as simple as half a dozen farmers meeting under a tree, or as large as 100 to 200 people at a school or community center. Cargill often relies on lead farmers like Singh to help organize, promote and lead the sessions. 
“It’s easy just to focus on increasing milk production, but some of these disease issues eat away at the farmer’s profits just as much,” said Robert Schubert, managing director of the Cargill Premix & Nutrition business that also works with India’s dairy farmers. “Addressing all of these factors can help raise their livelihoods, and the farmers have someone who they can trust to help them in a more holistic manner.” 
The thirst for knowledge has proven to be nearly insatiable. Two years ago, Cargill held 600 training sessions. Last year, that doubled to 1,200. In 2016, the company will host about 3,000, reaching 75,000 farmers. 
Along the way, the business also began a text messaging program that provides weekly farm management tips to more than 30,000 dairy, aqua and poultry farmers, with a goal of eventually reaching more than 100,000. 
A new investment The farmer training program has been so successful, demand for Cargill feed has surged in India. 
“We have experienced phenomenal growth. We have doubled or tripled our volumes in the last few years by working at the grassroots level,” Iyengar said. “Seeing that change right in front of your eyes, that’s exciting!” 
But until now, the feed has been produced in other countries and shipped in. 
To satisfy the continually growing needs of local farmers, Cargill broke ground in 2014 on a state-of-the-art feed mill in Bathinda, in the southern part of Punjab. The facility, which opened in July, will produce 10,000 metric tons of feed each month, expandable to 20,000 in the future. This translates to feeding 75,000 cows on an ongoing basis. 
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It also will employ about 200 people on site, and provide a new market for the crops of more than 3,000 local grain farmers. And perhaps most significantly, it will offer Cargill a showcase center where farmers can visit and see first-hand the practices and products the company promotes. 
Although the mill is the capstone to nearly a decade’s worth of effort to establish a strong animal nutrition business in the region, Iyengar is optimistic about the odds for continued growth. 
“It won’t take us another nine years to build the second mill!” he quipped. 
For his part, Singh continues to pursue his ambition of growing his farm to 200 head and beyond. He has become somewhat of a celebrity at the state and local fairs, where the yields of his champion cows provoke looks of disbelief. He was especially proud when his son Onkar attended a recent event and got to see him win. 
As for his animals’ nutrition needs, he has no doubt whom he will count on for expertise. 

Rajasthan’s dairy federation, Rcdf follows Amul’s footsteps 
By Dairy News India - Aug 20, 2016 
The Rajasthan Cooperative Dairy Federation (RCDF), which sells milk and dairy products under the Saras brand, is following in the footsteps of Amul (GCMMF) to sell products outside the state. While it already supplies milk for the Delhi Milk Scheme (to Mother Dairy) it has also started supplying in Ahmedabad, an Amul stronghold. 
Moreover, the cooperative has drawn up plans to upgrade its processing plants, increase production and spread to Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh as well, where there is a huge unorganised market. 
RCDF processes 2.7 million litres per day (mld) on average, and plans to increase this to four mld within two years. 
Rajesh Sharma, administrator and managing director, RCDF, said, “Investments worth Rs 500 crore have been planned to upgrade the 21 existing processing plants.” He said RCDF is also looking at starting new plants under public-private-partnership (PPP) mode. He added that talks are on with Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF), which markets the Amul brand, for technology transfer to increase RCDF’s plant efficiency. 
GCMMF has a pan-India presence with its Amul brand. It even set up processing plants in Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal and started local procuring. RCDF, too, aims to become a pan-India brand. As for its procurement requirements after the expansion of capacity, Sharma said Rajasthan produces 4.5 mld of milk, of which about 50 per cent is the marketable surplus. 
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Amul is still a long way ahead of RCDF. It processes 28 mld of milk, and procures about 14.9 mld. This has risen considerably in the past few years; in 2009-10 it was around 9.09 mld. About 13 per cent of its milk is sourced from outside Gujarat. 
GCMMF’s entry into other states, where it is setting up processing plants, is expected to institutionalise and organise the markets there. “Wherever Amul has entered, farmers have benefited as it sets a benchmark for procurement prices,” says R S Sodhi, managing director of GCMMF. 
Punjab, for example, has large farms. But, most farms focus on breeding animals, rather than dairy. This is because Punjab has a huge unorganised market for milk. The Punjab State Cooperative Milk Producers’ Federation, which sells under the Verka brand, procures 1.2-1.4 mld, three to four per cent of the state’s milk production. The rest is procured by private dairies and small players. 
The National Dairy Development Board estimates demand milk in the country to rise to 180 million tonnes (mt) by 2022 from 140 mt now. The country’s production has to increase by 5.5 mt every year to achieve this. 

Global conspiracy behind ban on Jallikkatu: Dairy farmers 
By Dairy News India - Aug 20, 2016 
Dairy farmers in South India allege that there is an international conspiracy behind the ban on Jallikkatu, the traditional rural sport in Tamil Nadu. “The Supreme Court ban on Jallikattu following the recommendations by the Animal Welfare Board of India is a result of the conspiracy by a global consortium of dairy and cattle food industries to destroy the native bull and cow breeds in India,” said SR Syam Kumar, a leading dairy farmer in Pattazhi, Kerala. 
Syam Kumar, who has a dairy farm which has more than 40 pure native cows, said an international mafia of multi- national companies have been at work since the early 1960s to ensure the extinction of native cattle breeds in India. “Many native cow and bull breeds in Kerala and Tamil Nadu have become extinct as we started importing high-yielding varieties of cattle from Europe. This is the root cause of modern life style diseases among the people,” said Syam Kumar, a software professional-turned-dairy farmer. 
 
To drive home the necessity to preserve the native breeds and to resume Jallikaatu and other cattle sports elsewhere in the country, Syam Kumar who heads the Bharatiya Gau Raksha Vedhi, is organising a walkathon from Kasargod in north Kerala to Parassala, the southern most border point of Kerala. He said the theme of the walkathon will be “Native Breeds for Nation’s Welfare”. 
Syam Kumar who hails from Kollam and Brahma Duttan Nampoodiri from Thrithala pointed out that the self-styled animal lovers played a major role in the disappearance of major native breeds from Kerala. “Breeds like Thekkan (Malayalam for Southerner) vanished following the Livestock act 1961 enacted by 
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the then government with the claim of increasing the productivity of milk. They saw to it that the native bull breeds were castrated and launched a programme of artificial insemination resulting in large scale culling of native bull breeds,” said Namboodiri. 
Ramakrishna Gauthaman, director, Vedic Sciences Research Centre, who has been studying about native cattle breeds of Tamil Nadu said following the ban on Jallikkattu, owners of rare breeds of bulls were sending them to slaughter houses at throw away prices. “It is not financially viable for ordinary cattle growers to maintain such animals without Jallikkatu. Because of the ban on Jallikkatu, these animals are of no use to them. 
Jallikkatu is part of a tradition associated with temples. By banning it, the divine bond between the common man, animal and the temples would be broken,” said Gauthaman who also alleges that the demand by animal rights activists for banning Jallikkattu  is a ploy to convert the non-beef eaters of Tamil Nadu into beef eaters. 
“They argue that bulls are treated cruelly by the bull tamers. It is a lie as there are strict rules governing the conducting of Jallikkatu. Please do not be under the impression that it is some kind of tribal sports. All people who are associated with Jallikkatu are professionals  and lovers of animals,” said Gauthaman. 
Deepak, a 30-year-old bull tamer from Karisalkulam village in Madurai district, said he owns three Jallikkattu bulls. “The three bulls are looked after like our own children by the family members. Jallikkatu is a sport, like any other sporting activities. Not a single bull has been injured or got killed during the sports,” said Deepak, who works for a software company in Chennai. 
Jallikkatu bulls and villagers share a special bond as the owners of these rare breeds consider them as divine gifts. “The bulls are fed whatever we eat at home. Allegations that they are forced to eat non-vegetarian food and drink alcohol are blatant lies,” said Gauthaman. 

Milking the holy cow 
By Dairy News India - Aug 19, 2016 
There is no way of producing milk profitably in a commercial venture if unproductive cows are retained. If one is serious about not killing cows, one must stop consuming cow milk and cow milk products. By SESHADRI KUMAR 
In recent times, especially after the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-led National Democratic Alliance (NDA) formed the government at the Centre in 2014, cow slaughter has become an important issue. The cattle slaughter ban enacted in the State of Maharashtra in 2015 is an example of the trend in the country. 
In addition, there has been a lot of hysteria whipped up in speeches made by political figures against cow slaughter and the possession, sale, and consumption of beef. Given that Hinduism considers the cow sacredand prohibits its killing (it is important to note that this prohibition is only for Indian cow breeds, not for foreign breeds or for buffaloes), this has led to extremely violent and fatal consequences, such as the killing of a Muslim in the town of Dadri on the suspicion that he had killed a calf and was 
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eating its meat. There is also the more recent incident in Una in Gujarat, where Dalits who had dead cows in their possession for skinning were brutally beaten up by a mob. 
But is the logical conclusion to this hysteria—a complete ban on the killing of cows—sustainable? Is it compatible with the widespread popularity and consumption of milk and milk products? Most Hindus are comfortable drinking cow milk but find the eating of beef abhorrent because of the popular impression that milk is obtained in a non-violent way, whereas beef is obtained by killing a cow. 
What this article shows is that the modern dairy process is inherently violent and that it is impossible to produce milk in a modern commercial venture without killing cows. And therefore, if killing cows is anathemato Hindus, they need to stop drinking cow milk and stop consuming related products such as butter, ghee, curds, cheese, khoya and paneer. 
Process of milk production 
Most non-farmers are blissfully unaware of how milk is actually produced. A cow, like a human female, produces milk only when it gives birth, to feed its calf. Humans divert this milk for their own consumption by depriving the calf of its mother’s milk. Without focussing on the cruelty involved in this act, let us focus purely on the economic consequences of the biology of cattle. 
A female calf has to be anywhere between two and three and a half years of age before it can give birth. The actual age depends on the breed, and is called the age at first calving. Once it gives birth to a calf, it can keep giving milk for between eight and 10 months, depending on the breed. This period is referred to as the lactation period. The amount of milk produced in this period is called the lactation yield and is usually reported as kilograms of milk per lactation. After this, the cow needs some rest before it can give birth to another calf. This is called the dry period, which usually lasts two to three months. This rest is needed because otherwise the cow will be too tired and produce too little milk in her next lactation. The period between two births is called the inter-calving period. The number of calves that a cow can produce in her life, and hence the number of lactation periods, again depends on the breed. 
Characteristics of different breeds 
Many breeds of Indian cattle have been bred for millennia for milk production. Some of the important breeds are Gir, Ongole, Kankrej, Deoni, Hariana, Tharparkar, Sahiwal, Red Sindhi, Vechur, Red Kandhari and Rathi. There are many other breeds which are specialised as draught animals, since farmers historically used cattle for ploughing, transportation and other tasks. 
In recent decades, Indian farmers have cross-bred Indian cows with foreign breeds. The biggest reason for introducing Western breeds such as Holstein Friesian (HF) and Jersey is that their milk production is much higher than that of Indian breeds. On the other hand, the Indian cows are much better adapted both to the heat and the diseases in India. Many Indian cattle breeds are also very flexible in terms of food requirements; they often survive on foraging. HF cows come from the cool temperate climates of Europe and hence cannot handle the heat of India; as a result, in the summer months, they require air-conditioned enclosures, something that is not easy for small farmers to afford. 
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Another advantage of Indian breeds is the small size of newborn calves, which means fewer infant mortalities. An advantage of HF cows is that the calves are ready to give birth by age two, which is much earlier than calves of Indian breeds, which can only give birth at three or three and a half years of age and are hence unproductive for a longer period of time than Western breed cows. 

Table 1 shows the milk production characteristics of several popular cow breeds in India. It is hard to get precise numbers as different sources give different ranges. These numbers should only be used as a guide to judge relative performance, not absolute yields. When a range is shown in the table, the lower number indicates the production in a village setting and the upper number indicates the production in a commercial dairy farm. The table very clearly shows the attractiveness of foreign breeds such as the Jersey and HF for the Indian farmer. 
Fate of unproductive cows 
A cow has a natural lifespan, if properly taken care of, and in the absence of predators, of between 15 and 25 years. The productive life of a cow in a dairy, however, is anywhere between four and five years (as in the case of HF cows) and 10 and 11 years (in the case of Indian cows). Since after this time the cow does not give birth to calves and does not produce milk, it is worthless as a business investment. 
What happens to this “worthless” cow? Usually, it is sold to the butcher and slaughtered. This is what happens in the West. It is simply not economical for a dairy farmer to continue feeding this cow and taking care of it for the rest of its natural life, which may be up to another 10-14 years, with no economic benefit. 
What does the new emphasis on banning all forms of cow slaughter do to the economics of dairy farming? 
Let us look at a case study which has been prepared by the National Dairy Development Board (NDDB) (http://www.dairyknowledge.in/content/10-crossbred-cow-farm) to help people who are considering starting a dairy understand the economics of dairy farming. This study assumes that the dairy farm will have 10 cows and explains the costs involved. (There is also an illustration with 20 cows.) 
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Table 2 shows the total figures at the end of this seven-year case study using the numbers provided year-by-year at the above site. 
The numbers show that the total net profit from this dairy over seven years is Rs.11.6 lakh. What is interesting is that of that Rs.11.6 lakh, Rs.5.5 lakh, or 47 per cent, comes from selling old animals. The only reason someone buys an unproductive cow is for slaughter—for the beef and leather. As this example clearly shows, banning the slaughter of cows will result in a loss of nearly half the profit of the dairy. 
But this is not all. If the dairy cannot sell the animal, what does the farmer do with it? If he has to feed the cow until it dies naturally, what is the cost? This can be seen from the total food cost in the table, which is Rs.40 lakh for 10 cows over a seven-year period. Therefore, the cost of food per cow in this seven-year period is Rs.4 lakh. The normal productive period of a cow is seven years. After that, they are sold off, according to the assumptions in the NDDB calculation. 
Now, for a cow that is not productive, the dairy need not spend so much on its upkeep. So, let us assume that they would only spend one-fourth of the normal feeding cost of a “milking cow” for an unproductive cow. That would mean Rs.1 lakh for a seven-year period for a single unproductive cow. 
If we assume that the adult life of a cow is between three years (when it first calves) and 15 years (when it dies)—in other words, it spends 12 years in the dairy, of which only seven years are productive in giving milk —this means five years of its adult life are wasted. (The first three years as a calf are already accounted for in the economic analysis presented earlier.) A cow, therefore, will spend five years of its life as an economically unproductive animal in the dairy farm. Since we are considering 12 years, we 
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need to look at two seven-yearperiods of the earlier analysis. Since this is a 10-cow farm, the cow-years that are wasted over two seven-yearperiods total 50. Measured in seven-year periods, that is 7.1 cows (50/7) that are unproductive in two seven-year periods, or roughly 3.6 cows per seven-year period, it costs Rs.3.6 lakh to feed over seven years. 
Deducting both the Rs.5.5 lakh that the farmer would have earned by selling the animals, which he cannot because of the beef ban, and the Rs.3.6 lakh that the farmer would have to spend to feed the animals, his net profit over seven years comes down to Rs.2.5 lakh from Rs.11.6 lakh, or less than 22 per cent of the original profit. It should be obvious from this illustration that running a dairy operation with the sale of old animals prohibited is economically unviable. 
The fact that the NDDB illustration provides for the sale of old animals means that they know very well that a dairy operation cannot be sustainable unless old cows are sold for slaughter. How does this reconcile with the laws in so many States of India that ban cow slaughter? 
The answer, most likely, is that prior to the BJP coming to power at the Centre in May 2014, cow slaughter laws were never followed to the letter. The intent, that one must not raise cows for beef, was respected. Everyone knew that dairies could not be profitable if the slaughter of old, unproductive cows was banned. Therefore, a cow was allowed to be killed so long as a certificate could be obtained from a veterinarian that the cow was no longer capable of giving milk. This was the rule followed in most places in India. Because India is a vast country with a lot of people drinking milk, this meant also that India became the world’s largest beef producer. But this could not be openly admitted for political reasons, so the beef that was exported was claimed to be buffalo meat instead of cow meat. 
There are two other alternatives for an economically useless cow. One is to simply abandon it, in which case it will starve and die. While the dairy farmer loses the income from selling the cow to the butcher, at least he saves the cost of feeding an unproductive cow. This has happened since the ban on beef took effect in Maharashtra and many other places. The cows now die an agonising, slow death from starvation because they have no regular source of food. 
Gaushalas: Corrupt and cruel system 
The other alternative, which the government is advocating, is to donate the old cow to what is known as a gaushala, a home for old cows, maintained by private donations and government grants. This is explicitly specified in the “National Code of Practices for Management of Dairy Animals in India”, a document developed by the Narendra Modi government in October 2014. It has a section titled “Unwanted Animals”, which makes for quite amusing reading because of how unrealistic it is. 
For instance, it says about Holstein Friesians, which are productive only for about two years out of their 15 or more years of natural life, that “special care must be taken to ensure that their nutritional and welfare needs can be met when they are no longer required on the farm”—a sure way to bankrupt the dairy farmer by asking him to care for it for more than 10 unproductive years. 
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The only option this document sets out for an unwanted animal is the gaushala. However, there are many problems with the gaushala solution. 
First, there are very few gaushalas in the country. There are an estimated 4,000 gaushalas in India. A typical gaushala might have a few hundred to a thousand or more cattle. This computes to about four million cattle in all the gaushalas in India. Compared with the total population of 123 million cows, 92.5 million female buffaloes, and a total of nearly 300 million cattle in India (male and female, cows and buffaloes), this is pathetically inadequate. 
Second, the entire gaushala system is corrupt to the core. Gaushalas receive both private donations and government funding to take care of cows. The operators of most of them, however, use this largesse to enrich themselves and make a fast buck. They do not take care of the animals. The recent news about 500 cows dying in a gaushala in Rajasthan is not the exception; it is the rule. 
In an article written in Andaman Chronicle in February 2012, the current Union Minister of Women and Child Development, Maneka Gandhi, made the following observations, based on personal experience (and said that “This is the story of 75 per cent of the gaushalas in India”): 
Authorities routinely sell the old cows in their care to butchers. 
No proper records are kept. 
Only cows that can still give milk are taken care of. The rest are ill-treated. 
The proceeds of the sale of milk and animals are pocketed by committee members. 
In many gaushalas, animals cannot live for more than a few days because of the horrible conditions. 
Animals die of starvation, overcrowding, and filth. 
Incredible cruelty is meted out to animals, such as dragging them by their feet using tractors and dumping them into pits where they died, unable to move because of broken legs. 
Part of the land given to gaushala committees by the government for free for running the gaushala is diverted to build commercial complexes, marriage halls, and residences for the committee members. 
Animals die because of contaminated food. 
Government funds, instead of being used for the animals, are embezzled. 
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These, and many more observations, were based on her personal observations of gaushalas in Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Odisha, Haryana and Gujarat (http://www.andamanchronicle.net/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=206:community-newspaper-hamara-nicobar-second-edition201&catid=22&Itemid=192). 
The recommendations in the “National Code”, therefore, are completely out of touch with reality. It is strange that the Modi administration is recommending that old animals be put in such a horrible, cruel system which is also unbelievably corrupt, and claiming that this way of dying in agony is preferable to a quick death at the butcher’s hands. Furthermore, it is strange that an administration that came to power on the promise of reducing corruption is hell-bent on putting taxpayers’ money into these corrupt gaushalas. The most humane thing that one can do for cows is to shut down most of these gaushalas. The rot runs so deep in most of them that reforming them is impossible. 
Fate of the bull 
What of the male, the bull? In olden days, Indian farmers used bulls as draught animals. Several Indian breeds are very hardy and strong, and they can work hard without consuming too much food in hot conditions. They were used in various tasks on the farm, such as tilling the soil, grinding oilseeds and transporting harvested crops and hay. But with the introduction of mechanisation in India, the usefulness of bulls has greatly declined. The main reason is the much higher efficiency of the tractor. A plot of land that takes a pair of bullocks a whole day to till can be tilled using a tractor in a mere two hours. 
The Centre for Sustainable Agricultural Mechanisation (CSAM) of the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) published a report titled “Trends of Agricultural Mechanisation in India” in 2014 (http://un-csam.org/publication/PB201402.pdf). 

 
Table 3 is obtained from data provided therein and shows the diminishing utility of farm animals in Indian agriculture. It can be seen from Table 3 that in the last 40 years, the share of draught animals in Indian agriculture has dropped from 45 per cent to 5 per cent; in the same period, the share of tractors has gone up from nearly 7 per cent to almost 46 per cent. The share of electric motors has also gone up from 14 per cent to nearly 27 per cent in the same period. Even the share of manual labour has gone 
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down from 15 per cent to 5 per cent. Manual and animal labour have been replaced by mechanisation. Thus, bulls have lost their central importance in Indian agriculture as draught animals. 
While small farmers often cannot afford tractors, and many still use bulls, they have started renting tractors from tractor parks, which is more economical than owning tractors. 
However, bulls have historically had another use in the context of dairy farms. They were needed to impregnate the cows year after year. But this has also changed because in place of farms having dedicated bulls in the dairy to do this job, the current best practice in dairy farms is to use artificial insemination. There are a few farmers who own prize bulls with highly valued semen, and most dairies buy semen from them to artificially inseminate cows. Some such bulls are worth crores. But they are probably one in 10,000 or rarer. 
So what do dairies do with the now-unproductive male calves? They are usually secretly sold to butchers who then kill them and export them as veal. This is usually done before the calf is six months old, so that the meat is tender. Veal is eaten abroad as a delicacy. What this means is that 50 per cent of all calves are killed because it is uneconomical to keep them alive. 
Conclusion 
In ancient India, every family probably owned cows since the society was agrarian and used cattle as farm labour as well as for producing milk. In an age without mechanisation, bulls were highly valued as the main source of agricultural labour. There was, thus, no need for commercial dairies and no need for modern dairy practices. Each cow provided enough milk for the family and probably also for its own calf. There was no need to kill male calves, and cows could be used to do manual labour even in old age. Thus cow slaughter was not an issue. 
In modern times, we need large dairies to provide milk for our industrialised society in which only a few farmers have cows. This change has necessitated the adoption of modern dairy practices, which make it necessary to slaughter cows that are no longer capable of calving and hence producing milk. In addition, because of the use of machines which are much more efficient than bulls, bulls are no longer needed for agricultural labour and hence need to be slaughtered as calves to make dairy operations economical. Bulls are not needed to produce calves either, because of artificial insemination. Without a careful consideration of these economic realities, the BJP governments at the Centre and in the States where they are in power are mindlessly enacting bans on the slaughter of all cattle. The Maharashtra cattle slaughter ban, for example, can only have the effect of making dairy farming uneconomical in Maharashtra. This means that soon cow milk will be impossible to get in Maharashtra and people will have to switch to buffalo milk. 
One might wonder about the fate of foreign breeds like HF and mixed-breed cows. Technically, these are not “Indian” cows, and so they do not enjoy the religious sanctity that Indian cows do. The magical properties that are often claimed for the milk of the Indian cow are not claimed for the milk of imported breeds. However, the language of cattle slaughter bans does not specify breeds, and so, effectively, the bans also cover Jersey and HF cows and cross-breeds with these cows. 
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This means there will be a huge drop in milk production, because most large dairies use HF cows for high yields of milk. The yield of buffaloes is nowhere near the yield of breeds like the Jersey or the HF. For instance, the Murrah breed is a very popular milking buffalo. However, its yield per lactation is at best around 4,000 kg, compared to a Jersey’s yield of 6,000 kg or an HF’s yield of around 9,000-10,000 kg. This will cause a serious shortage of milk in India, at a time when India needs to greatly increase its milk production to meet the needs of its population. 
Cow slaughter is a very emotional topic for Hindus. But Hindus need to understand that in modern society, one cannot produce milk without slaughtering cattle. Milk is a bloody business and requires farmers to murder cattle for economic operations. Old cows and young male calves are waste products in modern dairies. The only alternative to slaughtering them, which the Indian government is proposing, is the use of gaushalas funded by the state. 
However, in practice, the gaushala system is corrupt to the core. The operators of these gaushalas siphon off the money, treat the animals very cruelly, and even routinely sell them off to butchers, which is what they were created to prevent. It would be better to shut down most of the gaushalas and let the animals die a quick death in slaughterhouses. 
It is easy to say, without considering the practical implications, that all cow slaughter should be banned. But the reality is that if Hindus do not want to kill cows, they should stop drinking cow milk and consuming cow milk products. 

Committee on Fodder Development 
Posted in Co-op News Snippets on August 19, 2016 by parasnath 
http://www.indiancooperative.com/ 

 
Government has decided to constitute a National Steering Committee headed by Secretary, Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, according to a PIB release. 
It also plans to set up a Technical Committee headed by Director, National Institute of Animal Nutrition and Physiology (NIANP) Banguluru, on issues related to Feed and Fodder Development in the country. 
The decision has been taken in a review meeting held by the Secretary (ADF), Devendra Chaudhry with National Institute of Animal Nutrition and Physiology (NIANP) Banguluru, Indian Grassland and Fodder Research Institute, Jhansi, National Dairy Development Board, Anand and ICAR, here on Tuesday. 
The issues of increasing the nutritious fodder within the available resources were also discussed at length, reads the PIB release. 
Fodder is an important input of dairy cooperative and the spiraling price of fodder is behind the recent price-hike of milk in the country. 
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Milk powder exports may pick up on rise in global prices 
By Dairy News India - Aug 19, 2016 
As global dairy prices see an uptick (nearly 17 per cent) in the past four weeks or so after hovering at historically low levels for much of 2016, Indian exporters feel exports of skimmed milk powder (SMP) might become viable in the short term. 
In August 16 auctions, the average SMP prices were around $2,028 a tonne in the Global Dairy Trade (GDT), an auction platform for internationally traded commodity dairy products. It is a three per cent rise from the prices in the previous auction. GDT auctions are held twice a month. Prices had started showing signs of recovery since June, after a long period of dull prices. In the June 1 auctions, prices had moved up by about 12 per cent to touch $1,867 a tonne. 
Currently, as domestic prices of SMP is about 20 per cent more than the international prices of around Rs 155-160 a kg, exporters feel India is not competitive to export SMP. Major players such as the Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF) that had exported around 20,000 tonnes of SMP in 2013-14 when prices in the international circuit were high said international prices are likely to firm up further in about a month or so. 
R S Sodhi, managing director, GCMMF, which markets dairy products under the Amul brand, said: “Exports are not yet viable, as current international SMP prices do not support exports. SMP prices have risen six-seven per cent in the past one month or so. India will be competitive in exporting SMP with a further increase of four-five per cent in the international prices. This is expected to happen in around a month or so, and after that, exports would be viable.” 

Milk powder exports may pick up on rise in global prices 
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The reason Sodhi is upbeat about SMP prices moving up in the international markets is that globally, SMP and Whole Milk Powder (WMP) prices remain in tandem traditionally. “But, now WMP prices are around $600 a kg or about 30 per cent more than SMP prices. Naturally, SMP prices would increase,” he said. 
Another leading dairy products exporter Parag Milk Foods, too, had cut down on its SMP production, as the exports were not viable and focussed on other dairy products such as cheese. Devendra Shah, chairman and managing director of Parag feels SMP exports is not viable at the current prices. “Rs 155-160 a kg is the current domestic prices of SMP, and the global prices are 20-25 per cent lesser than domestic prices. If prices move up by another five-six per cent in the international market, then exports would be viable,” he said. The European Union (EU) still holds a lot of stock of SMP, which is why the prices are still at this level. However, in the next fortnight or so, prices will definitely increase, feels Sodhi. 
“Already production is down in the EU because of low commodity prices. Side by side, New Zealand and Australia production has also decreased while the consumption as such has grown,” he said. 
International media reports suggest after rising nearly three-fold from 2009 to 2014, milk prices halved earlier this year, as farmers increased dairy supplies to try to cash in on an expected surge in demand from China and West Asia. The situation got more critical after Russia banned imports of food from the US, Australia, Canada and EU in August 2014, which led to piling up of a surplus. 
Experts, however, say that surplus is waning. One of the world’s largest dairy exporter New Zealand saw production falling by 1.6 per cent in the year to May 31. Production in Australia, too, has fallen about two per cent till June. 
Sodhi said in FY16, SMP exports was about Rs 300 crore. It used to be around Rs 3,500 crore some time ago. 
Amul has exported to Bangladesh, Pakistan, Afghanistan, West Asia, but in very low quantities. Amul exported about Rs 240 crore worth dairy products in FY16, and around half of this was commodity. Sodhi said it could have been three to four times more, if the market had been favourable. 
Even if exports of SMP start, it would have no immediate impact on the prices of liquid milk in India, as liquid milk prices are already more than SMP prices in India, say players. 
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Processing equipment manufacturing technology is not developed in India 
Thursday, 18 August, 2016, 08 : 00 AM [IST] 
Harcha Bhaskar and Pushkar Oak, Mumbai 
The market of food processing industries in India, mostly comprises small and marginal players. In the food processing sector, 85 per cent of the market share is with small players while 8-9 per cent is with medium and only five per cent is with big players, according to a study by KPMG.  It is noted that while medium and big players mostly import critical component required by the industry, small players, due to their inability to pay huge bills, go in for locally fabricated machines and equipment.   Most of the technologies available in the equipment sector, which could be considered as globally- competitive, fall in the category of pre-harvest technologies. But now, with the food processing sector being identified as a high priority industry in India, the equipment sector is also gaining importance. The technology available in India in the food processing equipment sector is not much advanced when compared to the developed countries.   The processing equipment manufacturing technology is not developed in India in accordance with the food processing retailing opportunities. Still a large number of specialised equipment such as those used in bakery, meat processing and packaging are imported.  The Government of India has introduced a scheme for Technology Upgradation and Modernisation of Food Processing Industries during the 12th Plan (2013-17) under National Mission on Food Processing (NMFP). The main objective of the scheme is to increase the level of processing, reduce wastage, ensure value addition, and enhance the income of farmers as well as increase exports, thereby resulting in overall development of food processing sector. The scheme envisages to extend financial assistance for establishment of new food processing units as well as technology upgradation and expansion of existing units in the country.  Food processing machinery in India As processed food end-users become more quality-conscious, it will become imperative for the sector to upgrade its equipment. The key factors, which affect sales to this segment, would be cost of the equipment, lower processing cost, assistance of financing agencies and smooth upgradation of their facilities. As in all cases, the presence of after sales support would be treated as a prerequisite.   All Purpose Machinery Lines: Several preferences for specialised machinery for homogenisers, mixers, ovens and others are common setups in India. All purpose machinery lines are popular in industries like beverage, dairy, bakery and confectionery, and meat and seafood processing. “The all-purpose machinery lines are now becoming a part of Indian scenario too. Several machine lines which operate for more than one product are now in practice like a common line can be used to process corn and mango which comes out as a packaged product on the other side,” states Nilesh Lele, secretary, Association of Food Scientists and Technologists of India (AFSTI [I]).  Turnkey Operations: V P Ramachandran, secretary-general, Process Plant & Machinery Association 
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of India (PPMAI), said, “The Indian food processing and equipment industry is growing rapidly. Turnkey system machinery is very much in demand as it reduces space utility and reduces human resource. In fact, the Indian price for food processing machinery is competitive and now we concentrating more on exports.”   Specially Designed Machinery Lines: “Certain organised players in the market have their own dedicated departments to the machinery they use. The machinery is designed according to the food product being manufactured taking into consideration the laws drafted by FSSAI, the apex regulatory authority and other standards like HACCP and others. They create their own machines with the internal R&D teams. Suppose, if the land which a company has is small, the R&D team will analyse it and come up with a vertical module of machinery which will enable the company to save space and adapt to issues like this,” stated Rajan Das, metallurgist and process consultant based in Kolkata.  Software management services Indian information & communication technology (ICT) sector has developed well in the last decade which has fostered in the development of software management systems used for handling food manufacturing machinery systems and complex manufacturing setups. These management services allow top-level managers to access and generate daily reports as and when they are required. Das explained, “The new manufacturing systems, today are a combination of softwares connected with huge machinery. These softwares are developed in India on a wider scale which are well-in-demand in the nations like UAE and other Gulf nations too. These systems allow ease in data generation with regards to the manufactured consignments, dispatched or stored consignments or for that matter, the customised data generations like total bottle-caps used, total bottle-caps in storage, newly-arrived bottle-caps.”  Equipment Food processing equipment feature some of the most sophisticated automation around. But, most machines are assembled manually.That’s because high-mix, low-volume production is the rule rather than the exception. Food processing machinery comes in all shapes and sizes to meet the widespread demands of companies that produce beverages, bakery items, candy, dairy goods, frozen food, fruit, meat, poultry, seafood, snack food, vegetables and other edibles.  Rajesh Nath, MD, German Engineering Federation (VDMA), observed, “Equipment categories include chillers, dryers, feeders, fryers, grinders, homogenisers, mixers, roasters, separators, slicers and ovens. Most food processing machines have similar automation and motion control needs, such as material conveying and positioning, heating, drying and cooling. They also require cleanliness, gentle handling and precise control of temperatures, pressures, treatment times and other process parameters. In addition, food processing machinery is often seamlessly integrated with high-speed packaging and labelling equipment.”  He added, “Equipment and systems designed for the food processing industry share many of the same basic components used in discrete manufacturing but, the machines become even more complex once a labyrinth of digital sensors, pipes, transmitters, tanks, tubes and other components are added into the mix. And, food processing machinery must be capable of withstanding constant cleaning and disinfecting with all sorts of harsh agents, ranging from steam and water to alkaline solution, organic solvents, hypochlorites, iodine compounds and nitric acid. Above all, food 
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processing equipment must meet strict regulations enforced by government agencies.”   Equipment features Nath further stated, “There are two distinguishing features of food processing machinery, first if the machinery comes in direct contact with the food product, it must be fabricated from stainless steel, and be free from cracks and crevices that might retain food particles. In those cases, stainless steel surfaces—particularly corners and joints—must be ground to specific ‘smooth’ surface finishes to prevent the retaining of food. The second distinguishing feature of food equipment is very high processing and packaging speeds particularly in beverage and snack food processing lines.”  Those requirements make food processing equipment challenging to design and assemble. For instance, engineers must always consider ease of cleaning. As new niche markets emerge and new products are developed to whet consumer appetites, demand for food processing machinery will remain steady. The largest trend defining the world food processing equipment market today is similar to many other industries: rapid sales growth in developing regions, particularly Asia.  Advancements Technological advancements in cutting, slicing and grinding machinery have also led to increased sales of these units over the past 10 years, as manufacturers replace older machines with newer products that boost their bottom line through either higher throughput or more efficient processing. Due to the incredibly broad range of machinery types and specifications demanded by food processing companies, the industry tends to be quite fragmented. With thousands of individual types of food processing machines produced worldwide, only the largest manufacturers can offer anything close to complete range of products. Most companies typically focus on producing machines that perform one specific task for a wide variety of food products, such as slicers or mixers or they offer a complete suite of equipment covering every stage of processing for a specific product, such as poultry.  Export-import of machinery  “The total market size of food processing equipment industry in India is estimated at US$1,571 million. The estimate is considering only the organised industry. There has been a steady increase in market and the overall growth of Indian market averaged at 25%, considering the four years ahead. Among India's total machinery production, only around 10% of food processing equipments are exported out of total domestic production, while 35% of total equipment agro-food processing equipment industry is imported. USA is the largest equipment exporter to India with around US$180 million worth of exports,” cites a report on Food Processing Industry in India, compiled by Technology Export Development Organization (TEDO), India.  Appreciation for 'Made in Germany' Though there is no dearth of innovative technology in India, Indian manufacturers import basic technology from the developed nations. Later, it has evolved to innovate as per one’s requirement.  “Indian industry greatly appreciates ‘Made in Germany’ technology. If you look at the German exports to India in the field of food processing machinery, since 2011, it has been over 100 million euros, every year. Also, Indian industrial players are very much dependent. Only in 2014, it dropped to 94 million euros,” pointed out Das while citing India's dependency on German technology.  
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It is German technology which is superior to Indian ones in imports, but at the same time, its costs are high and government clearance is required. Gradually the scenario is opting for a change by mostly buying key technology from foreign nations and manufacturing the machines here according to requirements.  When asked if India is dependent on imports, Ramachandran said, “It is only some critical machinery which are imported by us. Whereas, certain areas like beverage processing equipment were always there in India but on small scale. Now even it is expanding in more scientific and technical way.”   After sales service There's no denying the fact that customer service is important to a small- or mid-sized business. The quality of that service will either enhance or degrade customer loyalty to one’s brand and business. With the economy in recession, customers have more alternatives than ever. The business that proves to be responsive to customer questions, complaints, or other needs can gain a clear competitive advantage. That is why it is so important to understand how new technologies can help one anticipate customer needs, tailor business processes to best serve customers, and ultimately improve the efficiency of one’s business – the latter of which can keep costs down.  “Most of the after sales service is annual contract based where additional service cost has to be incurred by the company to whom service is to be rendered,” stated Ramachandran.  Forecast Projecting the future of food processing industry, Nath stated, “India is expected to witness growth in packaged food, aerated soft drink, packaged drinking water and alcoholic beverage. So there would be a lot of requirement of equipment and machinery. Currently the processing equipment manufacturers of India are largely focussing upon milk and dairy, breweries and distilleries not in basic processed food. Especially the snack industry will undergo a significant growth.”  “There is also need for bakery equipment, confectionery machinery, meat processing machinery and packaging machinery which is proved by the German export numbers to India,” he added.  Many of the VDMA member companies have been represented in India for a fairly long time. In recent years, it could be recognised that subsidiaries are specifically established for the needs of the local production, meaning that machinery is directly built in India. Those machines are not only manufactured for the local market, but they are also exported.            
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Water, oil, ghee and milk most adulterated items 
- Prahlad Rijal, Kathmandu, http://kathmandupost.ekantipur.com/ 
Most of the drinking water, cooking oil, vegetable ghee, processed milk and chili powder sold in the 
Valley contained harmful chemicals, officials say 
Aug 18, 2016- The most commonly adulterated products are four food items—drinking water, cooking oil, vegetable ghee and processed milk, according to official records. 
Government statistics show that the maximum number of cases filed by the Department of Food Technology and Quality Control in the last fiscal year were against the manufacturers of these items. Of the more than 200 cases filed by the department, 27 were against manufacturers of drinking water, 37 against makers of cooking oil, 15 against vegetable ghee producers and 16 against processed milk producers. Government officials said that most of the drinking water, cooking oil, vegetable ghee, processed milk and chili powder sold in the Kathmandu Valley contained harmful chemicals. Recently, a government inspection team found that coliform bacteria was present in bottled water and cooking oil had a high concentration of fatty acids and peroxides. The department had collected 2,120 food samples during a month-long inspection in the last fiscal year, and 10 percent of them were found to be substandard. Likewise, among the 23,123 samples of imported edibles collected for a quality check, 47 were found to violate the Food Act. The department has asked customs offices to halt the import of these food products. “The food items and drinking water being consumed in Kathmandu do not meet the basic standards, and food adulteration has become a serious concern,” said Bhupendra Basnet, a gastroenterologist at Bir Hospital. “As the food contains a higher-than-normal level of carcinogens, the number of cancer patients is likely to increase over the years. The issue has become serious and prompt action should be initiated to stop such practices.” Microbiologist Pushpa Man Shrestha said, “The presence of coliform indicates that the food or water is contaminated and has disease causing elements. Moreover, milk products containing less than 8 percent solid-not-fats suggest that nutritional value is less than required.” Paurna Chandra Wasti, spokesperson for the department, said that they had found cooking oil laced with peroxide and the packages were date expired. Similarly, processed milk was contaminated with coliform bacteria and had insufficient solid-not-fat, he added. Peroxide is used as a cleaning agent, and if it is mixed with food, it damages the heart, lungs, arteries and veins upon ingestion. Fatty acids lead to an increased risk of colitis and immune system alteration. Consumer rights activists say food inspectors book a few shop owners and firms and slap fines on them, and after some time, the adulterators go back to their old business. No serious measures have been initiated to check the proliferation of adulterated and substandard food, leaving thousands of people at the mercy of profit-hungry traders, they said. Department officials said that they were hindered by inadequate personnel. There are 40 food inspectors in the entire country. “Effective implementation of the Food Act depends on the availability of human resources,” said Wasti, “However, we are facing a manpower crunch.” 
The outdated Food Act A person who produces, sells, distributes, exports or imports substandard food items may be penalized with a fine ranging from Rs1,000 to Rs2,000 for the first time, says the Act. If they are found repeating the offence, they face a fine ranging from Rs2,000 to Rs5,000 or a jail term of six months to one year or 
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both. With regard to adulterated foodstuffs, offenders face a fine of Rs5,000 to Rs10,000 or a jail term of one to two years or both. If any person upon consuming any adulterated foodstuff is likely to die or dies or sustains irreparable damage to the body or is likely to sustain such damage, the supplier may be penalized with a fine of Rs10,000 to Rs25,000 and imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years. Such a person has to pay a compensation amount of Rs25,000 to Rs100,000 to the victim. More than 200 manufacturers and firms were booked for being involved in market anomalies in the last fiscal year. This practice has continued for years, but the menace of adulteration remains unchecked. 
State-owned DDC faces action 
State-owned Dairy Development Corporation (DDC) was among the firms that faced action on Wednesday as the government continues its aggressive market monitoring. Ten government teams inspected 42 outlets, sealing seven of them dealing in food items, petroleum products and healthcare. DDC was found using 4,000 sacks of powdered milk without labelling and two sacks of expired sugar for producing dairy products. Laxman Shrestha, director at the Department of Supply Management, said they instructed the enterprise not to produce dairy products from raw materials that don’t have labelling. The department has also sought clarification from DDC. Similarly, Saleways Departmental Store’s Maharajgunj outlet was sealed for fixing exorbitantly high prices for its products, Supply Ministry Spokesperson Ananda Ram Regmi said. The teams also sealed three healthcare-related businesses in Lalitpur—Prasanti Healthcare of Jawalakhel and Patan Om Clinic and Family Smile Dental Care Center of Lagankhel— for operating without licence. Likewise, two petrol pumps—Tika Bhairab Centre of Lele and Tri-shakti Bhawani Fuel Store of Harisiddhi—were sealed for selling low-quantity fuel. Machchhindra Oil Store of Kumaripati from selling fuel until it repairs its fuel vending machine, said Shrestha. Another firm facing action was Timilsina Kirana Tatha Khadda Bhandar based in Balkumari, Lalitpur. The food outlet was sealed for selling substandard food items and using defective weighing machines. The government teams also destroyed a large quantity of substandard food items during the market inspection. They also took action against drivers of a microbus, three mini-buses, two taxis and nine big buses for charging exorbitant fares. 
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Amul to Manufacturing facility at Khed City, Pune 
Amul – India’s pride, brought white Revolution, the biggest Co-operative movement in Dairy 
sector. 
By Dairy News India - Aug 18, 2016 
Pune: Amul – The Taste of India, India’s No. 1 Milk Producer will be setting up a state-of-the-art Ice Cream manufacturing facility at Khed City, Pune. Dr. K Rathnam, Managing Director – Amul Dairy, signed a MoU with Khed Economic Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. (KEIPL) on 30th July 2016. 
Khed City is one of India’s Smart Emerging Industrial Townships in Pune District, being developed over 4,200 Acres by Khed Economic Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd. (KEIPL), a Joint Venture company between Kalyani Group and Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC). 
Amul – India’s pride, brought white Revolution, the biggest Co-operative movement in Dairy sector. Visionaries like Late Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Late Morarjibhai Desai, Late P.M Lal Bahadur Shastri, Late Tribhvandas Patel and Late Dr. Kurian had contributed immensely to this Dairy Co-operative movement in Gujarat.  It is the backbone of Small and Middle level farmers. 
“Pune is our largest market for Amul Ice-Cream and currently there is a supply shortage. We wanted a quick set up in and around Pune, and obviously, Khed City qualifies as our preferred destination. We have got around 11 acres land in Khed City for our new dairy plant. The facility is planned to commence its operation in twelve to eighteen months with an estimated investment of over Rs. 120 Crores”,said Dr. K. Rathnam, Managing Director – Amul Dairy. 
“Investment of Amul in Khed City is a matter of pride for us. “Quick Set up” is our tag line.  This ready-to-move Industrial Township’s one of Pune’s key industrial locations that houses 39 esteemed industrial clients, including Mars International India Pvt. Ltd., one of the world’s biggest Chocolate Manufacturer from USA, JSW MI Steel Service Center Pvt. Ltd. from Japan, Hyosung T&D India Pvt.Ltd. from South Korea, Gedia India Automotive Components Pvt. Ltd., Linnhoff India Pvt. Ltd., Lenze Mechatronics Pvt. Ltd. all from Germany, Hira Technologies Pvt. Ltd. & Maico Ventilation Pvt. Ltd. from Dubai etc. 
Khed City is a true testimony of Kalyani Group’s commitment to this sector and our ability to deliver results on the ground.Certainly Amul would bring revolution in socioeconomic state of Khed Tahsil”, said CEO KEIPL. 
Amul will manufacture ice cream and other Milk products in Khed City. Presence of Amul in Khed City, Pune will give immense boost to the Make in Maharashtracampaign and strengthen the rural economy further. The direct beneficiaries of which will be farmers associated with animal husbandry for producing milk. 
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The local milk producing farmers will now have access to nationwide established market. They will get benefit from the veterinary services extended by Amul and also have access to high milk yielding fodder made available to the participating farmers through the co-operative. 
 

Ravi Jaipuria’s $5-billion dream 
PepsiCo bottler RJ Corp’s chief Ravi Jaipuria sees dairy and retail as sectors that 
will drive growth for the company 
By Dairy News India - Aug 18, 2016 
New Delhi: Ravi Kant Jaipuria is 62 and knows it, but is setting himself an audacious goal that he admits will probably be his “last one”. 
Jaipuria wants the revenue of his group, controlled through RJ Corp., and spanning businesses in carbonated beverages, ice-cream, fast food, schools, real estate, retail, and healthcare, to cross $5 billion (Rs.34,000 crore) by 2020, from around $1.6 billion now. 
Jaipuria, whose name is often mentioned in the same breath as PepsiCo Inc.’s Indian operations —he is one of the company’s largest bottlers—says the $5 billion target is “not just a number”. 
“It’s an achievable goal.” 
RJ Corp. has a plan. Revenue from the company’s main businesses—Varun Beverages Ltd (bottling) and Devyani International Pvt. Ltd (fast food), companies that are named after Jaipuria’s children—are expected to double by 2020. And much of the rest will come from dairy, Jaipuria’s next big bet, and retail. 
Jaipuria seems to have it all worked out. Even as the group expands the bottling business to new countries, and grows the fast-food business through new brands (Devyani International is a master franchisee for several global brands) and outlets, it will build a large dairy business and create a front-end for all business through retail. 
He admits that growth in the other businesses will be slow. 
Currently, around 60% of RJ Corp.’s revenue comes from Varun Beverages—the second largest bottling partner for the US food and beveragescompany PepsiCo. According to Jaipuria, bottling will remain the largest piece of RJ Corp’s business. Devyani, which accounts for 7-8% of RJ Corp group’s revenue, has the master franchise for Pizza Hut, KFC, Costa Coffee, and a few other international brands, and also operates restaurants under its own brands such as Vaango and Foodie’s Bar. This business will show steady growth, Japuria said. 
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Ravi Jaipuria’s decision to go big in dairy may have something to do with PepsiCo CEO Indra Nooyi’s November 2014 statement that her firm would look to launch value-added dairy products in India. Photo: Vishal Koul/Outlook Business 
White gold 
Dairy, Jaipuria says, is “the big bet”. “The target is to take our dairy business in India to $1 billion in the next five years.” Devyani Food Industries Ltd has been selling Cream Bell ice-creams in India since 2003, and will now expand into every possible dairy product—from ghee, yoghurt and lassi, to flavoured buttermilk and cheese. “The focus will be on value-added products and milk-based ready-to-drink products,” Jaipuria said. 
Devyani Food Industries, at present, accounts for just around 4% of the Group’s estimated revenue. Its revenue for the year ended 31 March 2015 was Rs.452 crore and it made a profit of Rs.25.11 crore. 
Dairy is not an unknown territory for Jaipuria. While he has stuck to just ice-cream in India, he runs the largest dairy company in Uganda, and has companies in Kenya and Zambia, that sell a range of dairy products like milk, butter, ghee, yoghurt, cheese and powder milk. 
The target is to take our dairy business in India to $1 billion in the next five years. The focus will be on value-added products and milk-based ready-to-drink products 
Jaipuria’s decision to go big in dairy in India may have something to do with PepsiCo chairman and chief executive officer Indra Nooyi’s November 2014 statement that the firm would look to launch value-added dairy products in India. 
If PepsiCo executes its plan, Jaipuria could be a preferred partner. A spokesperson for PepsiCo IndiaHoldings Pvt. Ltd declined comments for the story. 
Jaipuria plans to set up three green-field dairy plants—one each in West Bengal, Haryana, and somewhere in western India —within the next two years at an estimated investment of Rs.100-120 crore each. 
Dairy won’t be an easy business to crack. Devyani Foods will be operating in a crowded market. India’s fragmented dairy market is dominated by Gujarat Co-operative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF) that sells milk and other dairy products under the Amul brand. 
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Amul to set up ice cream plant at Pune 
IANS  |  Anand (Gujarat) August 17, 2016 Last Updated at 18:58 IST 
 

India's oldest dairy co-operative, the Kaira District Co-operative Milk Producers Union also known as Amul Dairy, announced on Wednesday that it will set up a state-of-the-art ice cream manufacturing facility at Khed City in Pune. 
"Managing Director Amul Dairy K. Rathnam signed an MoU with Khed Economic Infrastructure Pvt Ltd on July 30, 2016," the company said in a statement here. 
"Khed City is one of India's smart emerging industrial townships in Pune district, being developed over 4,200 acres by Khed Economic Infrastructure Pvt Ltd (KEIPL), a joint venture company between Kalyani Group and Maharashtra Industrial Development Corporation (MIDC)," it added. 
"Pune is our largest market for Amul ice cream and currently there is a supply shortage. We wanted a quick set up in and around Pune, and obviously, Khed City qualifies as our preferred destination," Rathnam said in the statement. 
"We have got around 11 acres land in Khed City for our new dairy plant. The facility is planned to commence its operation in twelve to eighteen months with an estimated investment of over Rs 120 crore," he added. 
Amul will manufacture ice cream and other milk products in Khed City, where the plant will have 6 lakh litres per day capacity, the company said. 
"The direct beneficiaries will be farmers associated with animal husbandry for producing milk. The local milk producing farmers will now have access to nationwide established market," the statement said. 
Amul already has 13 plants at Anand, Mogar, Khatraj, Kanjari, Kapdivav in Gujarat apart from those at Virar, Pune, Kolkata, Punjab, Siliguri and one in the US. 
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Parag Milk Foods to launch flavoured cheese slices soon 
 
The company plans to hit the market with five flavours of cheese slices soon 
Sheetal Agarwal  |  Mumbai August 17, 2016 Last Updated at 00:19 IST 
http://www.business-standard.com/ 
Parag Milk Foods is set to launch flavoured cheese slices this week.  "We have successfully piloted five flavours of cheese slices and these products will be placed in the market over the next one week. We are coming up with five new flavours in slice cheese," says Bharat Kedia, Chief Financial Officer at Parag Milk Foods. "No other dairy company has flavoured cheese slice in the market currently and that too suited to the Indian palette." 
  The company has roped in celebrity chef Ranveer Brar to advertise these products. 
 
Parag sells its cheese products under the "Go" brand. With a market share of 32 per cent, Parag is second only to Amul in the cheese category. Amul enjoys a 40 per cent market share in this category.  Parag has the largest cheese manufacturing facility in India with a capacity of up to 40 million tonne (mt) per day and the company plans to further expand it to 60 mt per day this financial year.  Given that the Indian cheese market is expected to grow at a 25-30 per cent compound annual growth rate over the next few years. The market is dominated largely by organised players and is currently about Rs 1,200 crore. Analysts expect the company's cheese revenues to grow 19 per cent over FY16-19 per cent to Rs 600 crore. Cheese currently contributes about 20 per cent to Parag's revenues. 
 
Abneesh Roy, analyst at Edelweiss Securities, says, "I think its a good idea because cheese has been a high growth category over the last few years, but innovations have been far and few. Indians love spices and such innovations so this product could get a good response. Globally, such flavoured products are quite big.Companies need to keep doing these innovations to grow ahead of the market." 
 
Parag, like most of its peers such as Amul, Prabhat Dairy, Britannia, etc, has been focusing on the high-margin cheese segment. In the June 2016 quarter, Parag launched Go Cheese wedges- herbs and spices at pan India level which did receive good response.  
 
Another product segment that will grow at a healthy pace for Parag going forward is the whey segment. Whey is a by-product obtained while manufacturing cheese. The company does further processing to 
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sell whey as a branded product and currently sells it only to companies such as Nestle. Parag now aims to take whey products to retail consumers.  
 
"We are working closely to convert our institutional whey products to consumer whey products. We have lined up a whey protein beverage launch over the next 2-3 quarters," added Kedia.  
 
Parag's focus on value-added products is a positive as these generate gross margins ranging anywhere between 25 to 40 per cent. The management has guided for 14 per cent revenue growth over FY16-19 and targets net profit margin of atleast 5 per cent or more by FY19 from 2.8 per cent in Q1. While this guidance appears strong, the intensifying competition in the dairy segment across products is a key monitorable. 

Rajasthan's dairy federation follows Amul's footsteps 
Plans to sell the Saras brand of milk in other states 
Sohini Das  |  Ahmedabad August 16, 2016 Last Updated at 00:24 IST 
http://www.business-standard.com/ 
 
The Rajasthan Cooperative Dairy Federation (RCDF), which sells milk and dairy products under the Saras brand, is following in the footsteps of Amul (GCMMF) to sell products outside the state. While it already supplies milk for the Delhi Milk Scheme (to Mother Dairy) it has also started supplying in Ahmedabad, an Amul stronghold.  Moreover, the cooperative has drawn up plans to upgrade its processing plants, increase production and spread to Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh as well, where there is a huge unorganised market. 
RCDF processes 2.7 million litres per day (mld) on average, and plans to increase this to four mld within two years.  Rajesh Sharma, administrator and managing director, RCDF, said, "Investments worth Rs 500 crore have been planned to upgrade the 21 existing processing plants." He said RCDF is also looking at starting new plants under public-private-partnership (PPP) mode. He added that talks are on with Gujarat Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF), which markets the Amul brand, for technology transfer to increase RCDF's plant efficiency.  GCMMF has a pan-India presence with its Amul brand. It even set up processing plants in Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal and started local procuring.  RCDF, too, aims to become a pan-India brand. As for its procurement requirements after the expansion of capacity, Sharma said Rajasthan produces 4.5 mld of milk, of which about 50 per cent is the marketable surplus.  
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Amul is still a long way ahead of RCDF. It processes 28 mld of milk, and procures about 14.9 mld. This has risen considerably in the past few years; in 2009-10 it was around 9.09 mld. About 13 per cent of its milk is sourced from outside Gujarat.  GCMMF's entry into other states, where it is setting up processing plants, is expected to institutionalise and organise the markets there. "Wherever Amul has entered, farmers have benefited as it sets a benchmark for procurement prices," says R S Sodhi, managing director of GCMMF.  Punjab, for example, has large farms. But, most farms focus on breeding animals, rather than dairy. This is because Punjab has a huge unorganised market for milk. The Punjab State Cooperative Milk Producers' Federation, which sells under the Verka brand, procures 1.2-1.4 mld, three to four per cent of the state's milk production. The rest is procured by private dairies and small players.  The National Dairy Development Board estimates demand milk in the country to rise to 180 million tonnes (mt) by 2022 from 140 mt now. The country's production has to increase by 5.5 mt every year to achieve this. 

Russia opens its dairy products market to India 
By Dairy News India -Aug 16, 2016 
Russia has loosened its stance on the minimum size of cattle population for dairies to export milk products from India, though a near halving of product prices in theinternational market has made export of dairy products from the country unviable. 
Russia has revised its import protocol allowing exports by dairy co-operatives like Amul, but on condition that the dairies collect milk directly from producers and not from collection centres. 
 
Russia’s Federal Service for Veterinary and Phytosanitary Surveillance (FSVPS), which in April last year was insisting that dairies should have their captive cattle farms with at least 1,000 cattle to qualify for exports, has now relented, but insists that milk should be directly procured from producers and not from collection centres. 
Under the earlier rule only Parag Milk Foods and Shreiber Dynamix Diaries were the only plants approved by the FSVPS to export dairy products to Russia. 
”The Russian agency for ensuring food quality and safety, FSVPS, has now signed the protocol and will upload on its website the names of the dairies that meet the strict conditions laid down by it to qualify for exports,” a Hindu BusinessLine report quoted a government official as saying. 
While Russia is a huge market for dairy products, which is currently being served by Western countries, including the European Union, the easing of rules is unlikely to benefit India at a time when prices of dairy products have nearly halved, especially in the aftermath of the sanctions imposed on Russia. 
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Russia’s annual cheese consumption is estimated at 230,000 tonnes and India has been eyeing a $40-billion market for food and agricultural items, including dairy products. 
In fact, Amul has trebled its cheese production capacity to 120,000 tonnes a day from the earlier 40,000 tonnes per day, at an investment of Rs600 crore, with an eye on the Russian market. 
Russia dropped the captive farm condition earlier this year, but retained the clause that exporters must be collecting milk directly from farms and not from collection centres, but this too may not help Amul much. 
The Russian agency dropped the requirement based on a detailed briefing on veterinary inspection processes followed by dairies to ensure that cows are disease-free and a inspection carried out by FSVPS. 
However, with current price of skimmed milk powder (SMP) of around Rs350 per kg against international prices of around Rs180 a kg, hard cheese being quoted in Indian markets at around Rs400 a kg and Rs200 a kg abroad and butter sold at $5,000 a tonne here against less than $3,000 elsewhere, export prospects for milk products are dim. 

Brands that grew with India and on Indians 
Pond's, Parle-G, Cadbury, Asian Paints and Amul have captured the changing face of India through the 
seven decades 
By Dairy News India - Aug 16, 2016 
What happens when the scent of a biscuit becomes inextricably linked with the history of the place where it is baked? The makers find it difficult to tinker with it, as Parle Products, the manufacturer of the world’s largest-selling biscuit, Parle-G, experienced recently. 
News of the company shutting its iconic biscuit-making plant in the suburb of Vile Parle, Mumbai, where Parle-G was first baked in 1939, evoked a strong response, prompting Parle Products to release full-page ads this week to allay any fears of the brand’s demise. Seven decades ago, the biscuit was produced to nourish British soldiers during World War II. The brand was called Parle Gluco. 
The break from its colonial past came in 1947. Parle Gluco, which became Parle-G in 1980, was presented as an alternative to imported biscuits. 
If Parle-G defined snacking in post-independence India, Amul was generic to packet milk and butter. The cooperative that originally owned Amul – Kaira District Co-operative Milk Producers Union – was formed in 1946. 
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Amul, the brand, was created in 1955 as milk farmers across Gujarat chose to join Kaira under the leadership of India’s milkman, Verghese Kurien. The brand was subsequently transferred to Gujarat Co-operative Milk Marketing Federation (GCMMF), which now has a yearly turnover of more than Rs 23,000 crore. The cooperative’s butter brand – Amul Butter – has been a chronicler of India’s history from 1966, the year its mascot, the Amul girl, was created by Mumbai-based daCunha Communications. 
Cadbury, a British import introduced to Indians in 1948, is another brand that has a unique place in post-independence India. It remains the country’s largest chocolate brand, with a market share of 65 per cent today. Cadbury did this with a combination of taste, innovation and first-mover advantage. 
One of Cadbury’s enduring brand associations was the Bournvita Quiz Contest (BQC), first launched in 1972 as a live event across cities. Another brand that has made India its own since independence is Pond’s. Launched as a cold cream in 1947 by American major The Pond’s Company of America, it was its foray into talcum powders in 1956 that made it a household name among Indians. 
Current owner Hindustan Unilever, which globally acquired Pond’s in 1987, was able to add a new dimension to its skincare portfolio in India. The brand today is positioned as a premium skincare solution for men and women. Asian Paints, the country’s largest paint company, founded in 1942 by four Indian partners in a Mumbai garage, would not have become what it was, had it not been for the sheer hard work and dedication of its owners and a lovable mascot called Gattu. Created by legendary cartoonist R K Laxman in 1954, Gattu raised Asian Paints’ profile in a low-involvement category such as paints and helped position Asian Paints as a consumer brand. 
Parle-G Launched in 1939 as a military-grade biscuit Became an affordable alternative for the masses in 1947 Has remained true to its core in the past seven decades 
Amul Launched in 1955; co-operative that created it was formed in 1946 Remains India’s largest food brand Is generic to milk and butter in India. 
Cadbury Launched in 1948 as an imported chocolate Is the largest chocolate brand in India Has stayed on the top thanks to innovation, taste and first-mover advantage 
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FSSAI moves amendment to legally validate licensing and regn timeline 
Tuesday, 16 August, 2016, 08 : 00 AM [IST] 
Ashwani Maindola, New Delhi 
After extending the licensing and registration deadline for food business operators (FBO) by two short terms of three months each from February 4, 2016 to August 4, 2016, the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) moved an amendment for legally validating the timeline.  In total, since August 4, 2011, 60 months have passed since the exercise, meant to be for the conversion of licences from the Prevention of Food Adulteration (PFA) Act, 1954 to the Food Safety and Standards (FSS) Act, 2006, commenced.  On July 26, 2016, the apex food regulator released a draft amendment note for the validation of 60 months in the rules and regulations for licensing and registrations under the FSS Act. This was done to give legal vetting to the timeline and avoid any legal challenge to the notices for various extensions to the licensing and registration deadline.  It is pertinent to mention here that since the implementation of the FSS Act, 2006, across India in August 2011, an initial period of twelve months was given to complete the conversions, but it was later extended by six months from August 2012 to February 4, 2016.  According to sources privy to the licensing and registration process, as on August 1, 2016, the total number of state licences was 7,08,814, the total number of Central licences was 26,907 and the total number of registrations was 28,31,703.  However, neither the ministry not FSSAI has given any indication about an extension yet. Also it had, in its notice dated May 30, 2016, mentioned clearly that this was the last extension.  Meanwhile, when contacted, a senior FSSAI functionary said that FSSAI officials would hold a meeting to review the situation and after an assessment, the apex regulator would take a decision.  The Confederation of All India Traders (CAIT) - who stated that the real problem lay in the fact that the rules and regulations of the FSS Act, 2006, remained unchanged - demanded a further extension.  “The definition of FBO needs to be reviewed. Nothing has been done to address this problem despite so many extension. And we will certainly raise this issue before the health minister again,” said Praveen Khandelwal, secretary general, CAIT. 
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Dairy News Foreign 
Agribusiness: India's massive thirst for milk 
By Nigel Stirling 6:00 AM Wednesday Aug 31, 2016 
A New Zealander is working with three partners to 'revolutionise' the dairying sector, writes Nigel Stirling 
http://www.nzherald.co.nz 

Former IT executives Pankaj Navani, Sukhvinder Saraf and Deepak Raj joined Earl Rattray, second from left, to improve dairying practices in India. 
Former Fonterra director Earl Rattray is at the forefront of a shift to larger-scale dairy farming in India. 
For the past four years on a patch of leased cropping land 70km from New Delhi, Rattray and his local business partners have been developing a new dairy farming model for a nation of 1.2 billion people. 
Though small by New Zealand standards -- a milking herd of 150 cows targeted to double to 300 by 2019 -- Binsar Farms is large for India. 
Rattray says of India's estimated 70 million dairy farmers nearly 80 per cent own fewer than 10 cows. 
"To picture it, just go back 100 years and think what New Zealand was like in its pioneering days when most households had a few cows and sold a bit of surplus milk, perhaps at the gate," he says. 
At the same time a massive demographic shift is putting pressure on India's dairy farmers to keep the country in milk. 
In the next 10 years 300 million people are expected to shift from the countryside to the towns in the biggest migration in human history. 
The waves of this demographic tsunami are already lapping at Binsar's edges with fertile cropping land making way for a development expected to accommodate 10,000 families over the next five years. 
"Every time I go out to the farm the landscape has changed around. We are on the urban periphery they are building a city around our farm there are schools and universities and hospital so all sorts of institutional markets popping up there for us." 
Accounting for nearly a fifth of global milk production, India is already the world's single biggest producer. 
But its ability to supply itself is being stretched by the same demographic trends supercharging its thirst for milk. 
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"More of those children of village farmers will move to town, and they can't take their cow or buffalo with them, but they still need milk, so the supply gap widens," says Rattray. 
We are getting a call a month now from some Indian group or individual serious people who have got land and an idea that they want to establish a dairy farm. 
It is a trend being noticed by India's entrepreneurial classes and investment is flowing into the sector. 
As a first step to entering the industry, three IT executives sent a letter of introduction to 100 global dairy contacts in 2011. 
Dairy initiative to slake India's thirst for milk 
We are getting a call a month now from serious people who have got land and an idea that they want to establish a dairy farm answered and the group established Binsar Farms the following year. 
"We bought 50 heifers and leased a small bit of land and called it our 'proof of concept farm'. Our mission for that first year was to learn about feeding cows in India and get them in calf and grow them to target weights." 
Former Dell executive and Binsar partner, Pankaj Navani, says dairy farming in India is a family affair and highly labour-intensive. 
Taking into account the time of the farmer and his family, India has the highest costs of producing milk anywhere in the world. 
India has a great opportunity to improve its resource use. 
"At the end of the day what they get is one or two litres of milk surplus." 
The drive for bigger and better in India is backed up by a Rabobank report, which stimated a 200 per cent milk yield advantage exists for medium-scale Indian farmers (50-300 cows) over smaller rivals less inclined to adopt the same standard of animal husbandry or genetic improvement in their herds. 
Navani says farming knowledge considered basic in New Zealand is lacking in India. Though the traditional European breeds of Holstein-Friesen and Jersey are available, a lack of innovation in breeding techniques has held back the animals' productive potential. 
Rattray realised what he was up against after he was advised by a local veterinarian against crossing the two breeds. Well-known to New Zealand farmers, the Kiwi-cross proved itself resilient to high summer temperatures of 40C or more typically found in northern India. Cows were longer in milk, while animal maladies such as lameness and mastitis were less. 
Importantly, empty rates -- cows unable to get in calf -- were also minimised. 
Rattray has identified more gains through changes to feeding regimes and irrigation. Drought in India during the past two years has pushed up grain prices and eaten into the dairy farmers' profitability. 
As much as possible, Rattray has encouraged the substitution of grain feed with fodder crops which can be grown more easily under irrigation and are more efficiently converted into milk solids. A shift from flood irrigation to more efficient surface irrigation systems like centre pivots is also under consideration. 
"India has a great opportunity to improve its resource use." 
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Rattray says though the price of milk to the farmer in India is relatively high (equivalent to NZ$7.50 per kg of milk solids), commensurately high costs means margins are thin. 
Already operating profitably, Binsar has bolstered its margins through low-cost feeding regime and the premium from bottling and selling milk directly to locals rather than through middlemen or local processing co-operatives. 
"We are getting a call a month now from some Indian group or individual serious people who have got land and an idea that they want to establish a dairy farm," says Rattray. 
India's dairy imports to hit $65 billion 
Forecasts for India's future appetite for dairy products are mind-blowing. 
The Australian Bureau for Agricultural Resource Economics (ABARE) estimates India's demand for imported dairy product will leap from near-zero today to nearly US$48 billion (NZ$65 billion) by 2050. 
Demand from China, today's milk-importing powerhouse, would be a mere US$15 billion (NZ$20.5 billion). 
However, so long as India maintains dairy tariffs as high as 60 per cent it is difficult to see foreign farmers being able to cash in. 
New Zealand has been pushing for a tariff-busting free trade deal with India since 2011, but dairy has been a stumbling block and negotiators have not met for 18 months. 
Progress through regional trade talks involving New Zealand and India has scarcely been any better. 
Former Fonterra director and Indian farm investor, Earl Rattray, believes in the longer term India will be forced to take a more flexible approach towards allowing imports. 
But he questions whether the chances of getting in ahead of the pack are being scotched by New Zealand negotiators doggedly sticking to their traditional bottom line of full tariff elimination across all major products. He says for India to bend to New Zealand's demands it is risking the livelihoods of 70 million dairy farmers and social upheaval. 
"For them this is the difference between having the cash to send their daughters to school or not they live on the breadline over there and they depend on that [income]. New Zealand negotiators shouldn't underestimate that sensitivity." 
Rattray says that is not to say New Zealand should give India a free pass in the talks. 
"They shouldn't be using that either as a means for preventing a legitimate trade which should certainly be occurring in a whole bunch of areas of manufactured product that India doesn't make." 
Rising incomes are expected to boost demand for branded yoghurts, cheese, ice cream, infant formula and UHT milk, all of which will require a step-up in the quality of India's milk. 
Up to 70 per cent of Indian milk is thought to be adulterated in one way or another -- from watering milk down to, less benignly, the addition of household detergents to increase whiteness. 
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Rattray says India's rickety dairy supply chain also presents commercial opportunities to New Zealand companies -- from genetics companies such as LIC to milk-testing companies and cool storage service providers. 
They are all a possible leverage in stalled trade talks. 
- NZ Herald 
 
Russia inks agreement to allow dairy exports from India with condition 
Tuesday, 30 August, 2016, 08 : 00 AM [IST] 
Pushkar Oak, Mumbai http://www.fnbnews.com 
Russia has signed the agreement to allow dairy exports from India. However, there is a condition - companies should procure milk directly from farms and not from collection centres.  Rosselkhoznador, a Russian federal service for veterinary and phytosanitary surveillance (FSVPS) agency has already conducted inspections of those players who are willing to export.   A senior official of the ministry of commerce stated that the Russian SPS concerns highlighted foot and mouth disease (FMD), which spread across India in the recent past.  “Apart from this, the Russian agency has already carried revised inspections of Indian dairies to ensure that the cattle are free from FMD,” he added.   “The agency will soon announce the results on its website stating the Indian companies that are eligible for exports,” the official said.  “Tension is mounting on players like Amul, who procure milk across the nation through its collection centres,” he added.  “They will face a problem if Russia’s condition over milk procurement is not further negotiated. It will take some time to finalise all the negotiations in this regard,” the official said.  He added that several players in the market were demanding that the protocol be signed and the ones who were not eligible could join later.  Anup Chatterjee, director, business development, Schreiber Dynamix Dairies, Pune Ltd, said, “We are of the opinion that the protocol should have provisions and permissions which should grant access to the eligible players in the market.”  “Other players, once done with their arrangements, can join us in exporting to Russia,” he added.  Chatterjee said that although the Russian market was not suitable, brands were interested in exporting dairy products to the country to expand their portfolio.  He added that the time taken to send a consignment to Russia was approximately 45 days. This, he said, 
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added to the delay.  “Due to stringent laws and prolonged negotiations with Russia, there is still hope as Russia has not lifted the ban on dairy products from the Eurpoean Union, which was a big importer of the same. Russia also imports dairy products from Brazil and Iran,” Chatterjee said.  Initially, the Russian agency found only two companies - Schreiber Dynamix Dairies Ltd and Parag Milk Food Ltd - eligible to export due to the condition of 1,000 cattle heads. That condition has now been removed.  On extensive lobbying and discussions between both the governments, Russia negotiated the bilateral agreement.  
Animal-free milk ready to flow in US 
PUBLISHED30/08/2016 | 02:30 
HTTP://WWW.INDEPENDENT.IE/BUSINESS 

1 
Food tech company Perfect Day is creating an 'animal-free dairy-milk'. Getty Images/iStockphoto 
Animal-free milk is on the horizon as US researchers are close to releasing the first lab-made dairy products. 
Unlike purveyors of nut or legume-based plant milks, food tech company Perfect Day is creating an "animal-free dairy milk" made from proteins derived from fermented yeast. Ryan Pandya, CEO and co-founder, says there are multiple benefits to the product. By taking cows out of the equation, the company claims their milk produces up to 84pc less carbon, as compared to traditional milk production, without harming any animals and with considerably less impact on the environment. 
"We want to make a goldilocks product that has all the nutritional benefits of cow's milk but none of the compromises," said Mr Pandya. "We're in talks with three of the largest dairy companies on the planet to potentially partner up to get this to consumers faster and be more accessible." 
Indo Farming 
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Chinese cheese and Russian butter: How to eat dairy in North Korea 
Do you eat dairy products such as milk, cheese and butter in North Korea, too ? 
August 29th, 2016https://www.nknews.org 
Every week we ask a North Korean your questions, giving you the chance to learn more about the country we know so little about. 
This week’s question is: Do you eat dairy products such as milk, cheese and butter in North Korea, too? Written by Je-son Lee | Translation by Elizabeth Jae 
In North Korea we don’t normally get to eat dairy products such as milk, cheese, and butter, mainly just because they’re over-priced. I don’t know how it is over in Pyongyang but, to be honest, I hadn’t even heard of the word “cheese” growing up in my hometown in the north of the country. 
That said, butter was familiar to everyone in my town. When I was still a little girl, grown-ups who came back from their business trips to Russia used to bring back chunks of butter, meaning my family became quite familiar with the taste of Russian butter. 
Thinking back to those days, I especially loved the scent of butter and would spread it all over a piece of bread or on my boiled potatoes. But it wasn’t like I could eat it whenever I wanted to, because you couldn’t just go to the market and buy it. In fact, I don’t ever remember seeing any vendors selling chunks of butter at the market, probably because most North Koreans are not too keen on oily food and, as I said, because it was expensive and hard to get. 
MILK MIXUP 
What about milk? 
When you want to drink milk in North Korea, you have to buy a carton at the market or from the dairy farm. But unless you buy a carton directly from the dairy farm, most of the milk you buy at the market comes from China. 
Once, my mom bought a carton of milk straight from the dairy farm, but since we didn’t have a fridge at home we couldn’t keep it for very long, meaning we ended up sharing with my neighbors. Yet the real reason my mom bought that milk was because she heard that drinking it would make her skin look more beautiful, even though we would never have afforded to drink it regularly enough to have any effect. Of course, even if we did have the money, there would have been no way to have it delivered to our doorstep every morning, either! So, we had to give up drinking milk for beauty purposes. 
The other thing is that the kind of milk we got from the local dairy farm didn’t taste as good as the milk imported from China. But when I recall, the milk imported from China was not actually milk, at all. After arriving in South Korea, I soon realized that the Chinese ‘milk’ we had been enjoying was actually yogurt! 
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Back in North Korea, we couldn’t tell the difference between milk from yogurt. As a result, we drank yogurt imported from China, thinking it was milk the whole time! Of course, the Chinese version tasted much sweeter as it was actually yogurt. No wonder I thought Chinese milk tasted better than the fresh milk my mom bought from the local farm! 
Apart from the yogurt, milk powder also makes its way into North Korea from China. We used to use it mixed with water to drink. But while milk powder by itself is sweet, when you mix it with water, it isn’t so sweet anymore. So, we always added a spoonful of sugar when we poured water it into a cup filled with water. We also often used it as an ingredient for ice cream, sometimes with cocoa powder, too. 
Among the UN humanitarian aid we used to receive in my town, we also found something that we used to think was milk powder. People loved the taste of it and so it made sense it was milk power. But now that I think about it, I think it’s possible that it may have been baby formula! 
Anyway, thanks to China, we had easy access to milk powder, cocoa powder, and baby formula. But it was never easy to eat cheese or drink fresh milk, because both go bad quickly without a fridge, and not many North Koreans have fridges. Consequently, it was easier to stock bags of milk powder, cocoa powder, and baby formula in the cupboard for an extended period of time. 
GOAT GOODNESS 
We have some other dairy products you might be less familiar with, though. In rural towns of North Korea, people often drink goat milk, something which in my personal opinion always tasted way better than cow milk! 
Once, when I visited a rural town on vacation, a North Korean family I met had a goat at their house. They offered me a cup of goat milk, which had to be boiled first and have a pinch of salt added to it. They then poured it over some rice to eat themselves. I never thought anyone would eat rice soaked in goat milk. I thought “yuk” just at the thought of it. But when I actually tried it, it tasted way better than I had imagined. They even put “sujebi” in goat milk – and it was so good that I still cannot forget how delicious it was. 
Because of everything I’ve said so far, you can understand that not many dairy products are made in North Korean factories. I’m sure there are some that produce cheese, butter, and milk in more affluent places such as Pyongyang. But we didn’t have any factories where they produced such dairy products in my hometown. 
At the factory which produced ice cream in my hometown, though, they would produce yogurt from time to time. Disappointingly, it didn’t taste any good compared to yogurt produced in Pyongyang. But while they didn’t make yogurt all year round, ice cream there was much easier to get from them. That’s because that ice cream factory wasn’t making the product on behalf of the North Korean government: it was simply selling its product line for the purpose of making profits and money. As a result, that factory hardly ever ran out of electricity and power shortages were another world to them. 
That factory was also good for us because we could buy ice cubes and ice cream from it, even on a blazing hot summer day, as long as we had money. Consequently, those who sold naengmyeon (cold noodles) and icy water bought their ice cubes from such factories. 
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To conclude, you can buy almost everything in North Korea as long as you have money. But exceptions exist when it comes down to dairy products such as milk and cheese. And in particular, milk and cheese are not easy to buy over there. 
Of course, rich people in Pyongyang who have a fridge at home and steady access to electricity don’t have to worry about anything and they can buy milk and cheese anytime they want! But at least in my hometown, there rarely was demand for milk and cheese. 
Main picture: NK News 
Study finds ‘amazing’ bacterial diversity in transported raw milk 
BY NEWS DESK | AUGUST 28, 2016 

http://www.foodsafetynews.com/ 
Researchers at the University of California-Davis report that samples of raw cow’s milk shipped by tanker truck for processing show “amazing bacterial diversity” which varies by season. Their findings were reported Aug. 23 inmBio, the online, open-access journal of the American Society of Microbiology. 

The researchers sampled and analyzed raw cow’s milk from 899 tanker trucks as they arrived at two dairy processors in California’s San Joaquin Valley during spring, summer and fall. The samples were analyzed using gene sequencing. This collection included 229 tankers filled in the fall of 2013 and another 264 and 406 tankers filled in the spring and summer of 2014, respectively. The larger set of samples collected in the summer included milk collected from two sampling dates one week apart. 
“The level of bacterial diversity that we discovered in these shipments of raw milk was amazing,” said lead author and microbiologist Maria Marco, an associate professor in the UC-Davis Department of Food Science and Technology. “More than half of the bacterial groups identified represented less than 1 percent of the total microbial content.” She said the broad mix of bacteria could be due to raw milk’s high nutrient content, as well as the many potential sources of bacteria associated with dairies. These include bacteria from the cows’ skin, feed, bedding and aerosols, and from human handlers and the equipment and containers used to collect, store and transport the raw milk. 
Raw milk is known to harbor diverse strains of bacteria that strongly influence shelf life, sensory qualities and safety of fluid milk, as well as that of fermented dairy products such as cheese and yogurt. 
While pasteurization of raw milk kills microbes which can cause disease in humans, not all bacteria and their associated enzymes are eliminated in the process. The remaining bacteria can still cause spoilage and quality defects in dairy foods. 
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Researchers found that a “core community” of microbes remains constant throughout the seasons and across farms where the milk is collected. This core community represented 29 different bacterial groups and included high proportions of Streptococcus and Staphylococcus, as well as Clostridiales, bacteria frequently associated with dairy cattle. The study revealed that milk collected in the spring contained the most diverse bacterial communities with the highest total cell numbers and highest proportions of Actinobacteria, one of the largest known groups of bacteria. The group includes some pathogens. 
Researchers also found that the bacterial composition of raw milk stored in silos at processing plants was distinct from that of the tanker trucks. One group of silos contained microbial populations similar in makeup to the milk from the tanker trucks, while the other group of silos had distinctly different microbial populations dominated by Acinetobacter and Lactococcus bacteria. 
“This finding demonstrates how the built environment in food-processing plants can have significant but still unpredictable impacts on the microbial quality of foods,” Marco said. 
Identification of these raw milk microbes and their abundance should help dairy processors develop new and more effective sanitation procedures and process controls to make sure the milk and resulting dairy foods are safe and of consistently high quality, according to the report. 
Marco’s fellow researchers were Mary E. Kable, Yanin Srisengfa, Miles Laird and Jose Zaragoza, all of UC-Davis, and Jeremy McLeod and Jessie Heidenreich of the Hilmar Cheese Co. of Hilmar, CA. Funding for the study was provided by the California Dairy Research Foundation. 
California is the largest dairy producer in the U.S., providing more than one-fifth of the nation’s fluid milk production. In 2015, California dairy farms sold about $9.5 billion worth of milk, according to the Agricultural Issues Center at UC-Davis. 
The Golden State is also the nation’s second-largest cheese producer. Wisconsin is number one. 
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New dairy begins selling locally produced milk 
by ADMIN on Aug 26, 2016 • 10:34 amNo Comments 
http://methowvalleynews.com/ 

 
Photo by Marcy Stamper 
Jersey cows are known for their gentle demeanor and rich, flavorful milk. Two of Doubletree Farm’s cows — Ginger, front 
right, and Honey, in rear with Sam Thrasher — will calve in about a month. Buttercup is facing the camera.  

Sam Thrasher got her first dairy cow eight years ago, but developing a licensed commercial dairy was 
always more of a long-range dream. Thrasher thought she’d be able to pour concrete for a dairy barn in 
five years and acquire the necessary stainless-steel equipment for the dairy every few years. 
But after the barn at her farm south of Twisp burned in an electrical fire four years ago, Thrasher’s plans to launch her own dairy were accelerated. She and her husband, Paul Soodak, were able to rebuild the barn with dedicated milking and processing rooms, along with areas for cows, horses and hay. Thrasher’s dairy, Doubletree Farm, started selling milk commercially in the valley at the end of July. 
When Thrasher moved to the valley 11 years ago, her first job was helping on the farm at what later became the Methow Creamery. When that dairy closed, Thrasher kept one of the cows, Precious, a Jersey that only milked from three of her four teats. Precious had been born on the farm while Thrasher was there and she knew the cow wouldn’t have much commercial value. “But she was a real sweetheart,” she said. 
Although she grew up around horses, before working at the Methow Creamery Thrasher had no farming experience. “I was always going to have some kind of critter — I like critters,” she said. 
She did have lots of skills that have proved invaluable on a farm — she went to school to become a welder and learned to run heavy equipment, but her main exposure to agriculture had been to huge, industrial farms. 
“I didn’t know real farming existed until I met Ron [the owner of the Methow Creamery],” she said. Thrasher started at Ron’s farm even before it became a dairy, so she had an in-depth understanding of what goes into building and permitting a dairy, as well as of the day-to-day operations. 
Growing herd 
Today, Thrasher has four brown Jersey cows (Buttercup, Moon, Honey and Ginger). Moon’s twins, Honey and Ginger, were born two years ago, and they will both calve in a month. All the cows are Jerseys, which are smaller than the more-familiar black-and-white Holsteins typically used in commercial dairies in this country. Jerseys also have a gentler demeanor, and produce milk with a higher milk-fat content, she said. 
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Doubletree Farm is selling milk that has been vat pasteurized, the most minimal processing possible, said Thrasher. Because the milk isn’t homogenized, the cream floats to the top, giving people the option of skimming it off to use as cream (leaving low-fat or skim milk) or shaking it for rich, whole milk. 
Doubletree Farm is licensed by the Washington State Department of Agriculture as a dairy and as a processing plant — meaning that the pasteurization and bottling are done on site. 
While Thrasher is raising the cows on her pasture and hay without using any chemicals or pesticides, she decided not to seek official organic certification. “It was just one more hoop. I wanted to be local — I will mostly sell to people who know me,” she said. “They can be my certifying body — if they want to know, they can ask me.” 
Thrasher’s approach to farming is at the other end of the spectrum from a major industrial operation. She has three draft horses for mowing, raking and planting and uses a tractor to put up hay for the cows and horses. Doubletree Farm is named for the tool that hooks a team of draft horses to the implement they’re pulling, not for a pair of trees. 
Thrasher is milking two cows twice a day, but once the others calve, she expects to increase production. She is currently selling milk in Twisp through Hank’s Harvest Foods and the Glover Street Market. She also sells at the Mazama Store and the Methow Valley Farmers Market in Twisp. Thrasher hopes to sell milk through the Evergreen IGA in Winthrop in the near future. 
 

Dairy industry has great future: farmers 
http://www.9news.com.au/ 5:41pm August 25, 2016 
David Basham's family has been in dairy farming for a century and a half. He believes they, and the rest of the industry, have many more years ahead of them. 
The South Australian farmer has a message for thousands of dairy farmers reeling from cuts to the price the major producers pay for their milk. 
"The one big message I want to get to farmers is that the dairy industry has a great future," the Australian Dairy Farmers president said after a meeting with processors and retailers. 
"My family has been in dairy farming for over 160 years. I think we can keep going for a lot longer yet. 
"I want that industry to be buoyant and it certainly has a future in Australia." 
Some dairy farmers, however, are giving up. 
"I'm disappointed to lose good dairy farmers out of the industry but as business people we have to make decisions that aren't always easy," Mr Basham said. 
"I wished they'd stay but sometimes they can't." 
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Deputy Prime Minister and Agriculture Minister Barnaby Joyce said the government and industry stakeholders want to ensure there is a strong industry. 
"If I or anybody else said we have a systemic problem and basically the industry is going to finish, then we'd be down here talking about exit packages, but I'm not," he told reporters after Thursday's meeting in Melbourne. 
"I think that if dairy production was to fall in Australia we would definitely be looking for dairy farmers within a couple of years so we don't want that." 
United Dairy Farmers of Victoria president Adam Jenkins said the industry needs to be rebuilt. 
"We will be pushing pretty hard to make sure that we get our industry back on track. 
"We have a trust and confidence issue and we need to actually rebuild the industry and move forward. 
"You've got a supply chain of farmers who are bearing the risk for decisions that are made up the chain and I think that's where we need to put the impost and make sure that we clear those blockages." 
  
Exploratory Milk Mission Investigates Bacteria in Raw Milk 
http://www.foodingredientsfirst.com/ 

 
24 Aug 2016 --- Scientists are looking at how food companies can improve the quality of dairy products by studying the microbial composition of raw milk. 
Different kinds of bacteria in raw milk impact on the shelf life, overall quality and safety of processed milk and other dairy products. It’s very rare for harmful bacteria to ever reach the consumer because it gets destroyed during the pasteurization process, but other bacteria can cause spoilage issues or defects like off-flavors in cheese.  
Scientists have widely investigated the microbial ecology of fruit, vegetables and animal products, not much is known about the influences of transport, storage and processing facilities.  
"The ultimate goal in all of this research is to get dairy products with longer shelf life, less spoilage, and less waste. We don't know what kind of influences the environment has on the microbiome on our foods, and this study is a step forward in that direction," said Maria Marco, PhD, associate professor, Department of Food Science & Technology, University of California-Davis, and lead author of the paper. "If we can better understand and control the microbes coming into processing facilities, we can avoid some food waste." 
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Researchers aimed to identify the microbiota of raw milk collected for large-scale product manufacturing in California, the largest milk producer in the US with 20 percent of the total production. Scientists analyzed the bacteria in raw milk arriving in 899 tanker trucks at two different dairy plants in California Central Valley in the fall of 2013 and the spring and summer of 2014.  
There were seasonal difference and the bacteria found were diverse. Approximately half of the taxa present at less than one percent abundance. As a comparison, around 20 percent of human fecal communities are composed of taxa below one percent relative abundance. Milk also had a core microbiome composed of 29 different taxa, including Streptococcus, Staphylococcus, and unidentified Clostridiales. 
Professor Marco says another interesting point is what happened to the milk after it got into the dairy processing plant.  
"We saw this interesting shift of the types of bacteria that are dominant in the milk when it goes from the truck to silos where the milk is stored before pasteurization. The effects of the processing facility outweighed the raw milk microbiome and the microbial composition changed distinctly within some, but not all silos, a short time after transfer.” 
By knowing the types of microbes present in foods, scientists can devise ways to manage or get rid of spoilage microbes, so they don't make their way into the final product and cause quality problems.  
"This study was an exploratory mission to find out what types of bacteria are in our raw milk and what happens to them when they reach the built-environment.” 
"We now need to tackle the bigger problem of how can we control those microbes in an effective way." 
 
Cutting keystrokes to save farmers millions 
Rob Mitchell talks to the scientist running a software company that aims to solve farmers' data 
problems. 
http://www.stuff.co.nz/ 

 
Andrew Cooke, Rezare Systems managing director, working with children as part of his leadership role with the Cambridge unit of ICONZ, an organisation similar to Scouts and Boys Brigade. 
Oceanfront Resort On Waikiki Beach. Save Up To 23% Off. Book By 14/9! As eureka moments go, the setting wasn't the most dramatic or theatrical – a dingy Waikato University room and a lengthy lecture about computer science. 
But its effect on one future dairy industry leader was profound and the impact on farming and the national economy may be just as significant. 
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Andrew Cooke had always been keen on science. He was at Waikato University working towards a degree and following an interest in genetics and plants – "I thought I would become a plant breeder." 
But the man who would later become managing director of Rezare Systems and a leading proponent for harnessing the power of data to improve farm profitability was about to have his head and heart turned towards another very different discipline. 
Back then, Prime Minister David Lange could smell the uranium on your breath if you leaned in, music was about big hair and yet to be grunged, and computers had bulky bodies, tiny screens and funny green, blinking displays that appealed to a select sliver of society. 
"Computers at that time were targeted towards other people who ran computers," says Andrew. 
However, a visiting lecturer offered another tantalising vision. 
"He turned up with a computer that had a colour screen, real processing power, real grunt put into the graphics, and he showed us what the future of computing was going to be like - I was stunned and I ended up changing my degree and majoring in computer science." 
Andrew was hooked but it would be some time before others would be able to see the bigger picture. 
He set about building that picture in his first role after graduating – using computers for animal recording and livestock data at MAF Tech, which would later become AgResearch. 
"I got highly involved in writing software for genetics and animal recording and it was quite fascinating stuff really," says Andrew. 
Computers were not too farmer-friendly – they were bulky, had minimal hard-drive storage and were expensive. 
There was the odd early adopter, however, "including an older sheep farmer, in his 60s, who would drive out with what was called a portable computer, which pre-dated laptops. It was a big heavy box with a screen on the side and he would plug this thing into a voltage converter and take it out on his farm to record lambing." 
MAF Tech became AgResearch in 1992 and a little later Andrew and others were moved to a research centre in Whatawhata hill-country, between Hamilton and Raglan, to work on agricultural systems. 
"I ended up with a number of people who are now recognised as big names in the farming industry and particularly agricultural systems and we worked on things that would eventually become Farmax and Overseer and a bunch of other tools to support better decision-making." 
There was more restructuring and another move, to Ruakura on the other side of Hamilton. That brought together a tighter team of programmers and software developers who started having their own shared vision. 
"A group of us started thinking that, actually, we could do this in our own right," says Andrew. "We wouldn't be constrained by being in a CRI and would have more flexibility, so we handed in our notice and set up our own company." 
That was 12 years ago. Since then Rezare has grown from its original five founders to a staff of 30 developing a lot of the software used in the country's agricultural industry. 
 "Our focus has been on contract or bespoke software development so people come to us and say, 'Hey we've got a problem, can you help us create some software to solve it'." 
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As a result, Rezare was picked as the service provider to develop two important data projects, DataLinker and Farm Data Standards, which are part of the Transforming the Dairy Value Chain (TDVC) Primary Growth Partnership programme, a seven-year, $170 million innovation investment led by commercial partners, including DairyNZ and Fonterra, and partnered by MPI. 
Two other PGP programmes, the Red Meat Profit Partnership and FarmIQ, are also collaborating in these projects. 
The TDVC programme aims to enable the creation of new dairy products, increase on-farm productivity, reduce environmental impacts, and improve agricultural education. 
"With the projects," says Andrew, "our overall goal is to help farmers to have systems that are integrated so they don't have to re-enter data multiple times and to enable farmers to make better use of information in their decision-making." 
Much of the work is about developing industry codes and standards to make handling data easier and more secure, and delivery mechanisms that link different parts of the industry to help maximise the analytical power of data. 
Early research has been about cutting keystrokes. "When you have to do things multiple times or when it's hard to do, people simply don't do it. It becomes a barrier to adoption and innovation and we're trying to break down those barriers." 
But beyond that there are much bigger benefits to big data and the work being done in the TDVC programme. 
"Implementing some of these will save the industry several millions of dollars a year in terms of farmers' time entering data, but the much larger piece of value is from the decisions they will make from having a much clearer understanding of what's happening in the farm system, what's happening to their finances. 
"It will help them answer questions like: When I increase production am I actually making more money at the end of the day? What are the big levers that I can use in my business that will allow me to either make more or reduce my environmental impact or preferably both?" 
It has been estimated that the industry and the national economy could make another $700 million a year just by improving pasture management through data initiatives. 
Away from his work to extract the big benefits from big data, Andrew does have his own small piece of pasture to manage – a lifestyle block between Hamilton and Cambridge, where he lives with wife Adele and three daughters Quinn, 17, Anastasia, 14, and Sophie, 9. 
That's a lot of girl power in one place, so Andrew gets a bit of balance through his leadership of the Cambridge unit of ICONZ, an organisation similar to Scouts and Boys Brigade. 
"It's for boys in the 8 to 12 age-group," he says. "It's very like Scouts - outdoor activities, tramps, campfires, making things and breaking things, chasing around 20-odd noisy young boys doing mad stuff." 
That must make his work with data and computers a little more quiet and orderly, but it's just as likely to make a big noise for the industry in the future. 
 - Stuff 
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Milk Truck Microbial Study Aims to Improve Dairy Food Safety and Quality 
By Pat Bailey on August 23, 2016 in Food & Agriculture 
https://www.ucdavis.edu 

Bacteria found in milk play an import role in shelf life, sensory 
qualities and safety of dairy products. (AlexPro9500/Getty Images) 
Quick Summary 

 Amazing bacterial diversity exists in raw milk shipments 
 Bacteria impact the shelf life, flavor and safety of dairy products 
 Findings are key for California, the nation’s largest dairy producer 

Fresh, or raw, milk transported from farms to dairy processing facilities in tanker trucks contains a diverse mix of microbes, which varies from season to season, report researchers at the University of California, Davis. 
Microbes with the potential to cause disease are destroyed during milk pasteurization, but not all bacteria and their associated enzymes are eliminated by that process. The remaining bacteria retain the ability to cause spoilage and quality defects in dairy foods. 
Despite the diversity, a core community of microbes remains constant through the seasons and across the various farms from which the milk is collected, the researchers found. Surprisingly, this core microbiota is quite vulnerable to change when the raw milk is transferred to large storage silos at the dairy processing plant. 
Identification of these raw-milk microbes and their abundance should help dairy processors develop new, effective sanitation procedures and process controls to ensure that the milk and resulting dairy foods are safe and of consistently high quality. 
The study findings are reported today (Aug. 23) in mBio, the online, open-access journal of the American Society of Microbiology. 
“The level of bacterial diversity that we discovered in these shipments of raw milk was amazing,” said lead author and microbiologist Maria Marco of the Department of Food Science and Technology. “More than half of the bacterial groups identified represented less than 1 percent of the total microbial content.” 
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Raw milk and microbes 
Marco noted that the broad mix of bacteria could be due to raw milk’s high nutrient content as well as the many potential sources of bacteria associated with dairies. The cows’ skin, feed, bedding and aerosols; human handlers; and the equipment and containers used to collect, store and transport milk are all likely bacterial sources. 
Raw milk is known to harbor diverse strains of bacteria that strongly influence shelf life, sensory qualities and safety of fluid milk as well as that of fermented dairy products like cheese and yogurt. 
Analyzing tankers of milk 
The researchers sampled and analyzed raw cow’s milk from 899 tanker trucks as they arrived at two dairy processors in California’s San Joaquin Valley during spring, summer and fall. The samples were analyzed using gene sequencing. 
The study revealed that milk collected in the spring contained the most diverse bacterial communities with the highest total cell numbers and highest proportions of Actinobacteria, one of the largest known groups of bacteria. 
Within those diverse microbial populations was a core community of microbes that existed in all of the raw milk samples. This core group of microbes represented 29 different bacterial groups and included high proportions of Streptococcus and Staphylococcus as well as Clostridiales, bacteria frequently associated with dairy cattle. 
The researchers also found that the bacterial composition of raw milk stored in silos at processing plants was distinct from that of the tanker trucks. One group of silos contained microbial populations similar in makeup to the milk from the tanker trucks, while the other group of silos had distinctly different microbial populations dominated by the Acinetobacter andLactococcus bacteria. 
“This finding demonstrates how the built environment in food-processing plants can have significant but still unpredictable impacts on the microbial quality of foods,” Marco said. 
California is nation’s largest dairy producer 
The findings of the new study are particularly important for California, which is the largest dairy producer in the United States, providing more than one-fifth of the nation’s fluid milk production. The state also is the nation’s second largest cheese producer, following only behind Wisconsin. 
 In 2015, California dairy farms sold approximately $9.5 billion worth of milk, according to the UC Agricultural Issues Center at UC Davis. 
Collaborators and funding 
Collaborating with Marco were Mary E. Kable, Yanin Srisengfa, Miles Laird and Jose Zaragoza, all of UC Davis; and Jeremy McLeod and Jessie Heidenreich of the Hilmar Cheese Company, California. 
Funding for the study was provided by the California Dairy Research Foundation 
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Dairy concerns voiced at Ag Progress Days 
By Catie Noyes -August 22, 2016 
http://www.farmanddairy.com/ 
PENNSYLVANIA FURNACE, Pa. — It was a full house in the College of Agricultural Sciences Exhibits Building Theatre, as dairymen, industry professionals and agricultural organizations filled the room to hear testimony on House Bill 1265 and seek answers for declining dairy prices. 
The House Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committee andSenate Agriculture and Rural Affairs Committee held a joint informational meeting on dairy industry issues andHB 1265 Aug. 17, during Ag Progress Days. 
Dairy issues 
Pennsylvania Agriculture Secretary Russell Redding opened the floor with remarks on the current dairy industry in Pennsylvania, reiterating sentiments of low prices and tight margins felt by producers across the commonwealth. Current market conditions, combined with current grower conditions, have resulted in very tight margins for dairy producers, said Redding, noting drought conditions many growers are experiencing in the state. 
Market cycles 
Charles Nicholson, a professor of supply chain management at Penn State University, highlighted four main challenges to growth in Pennsylvania dairy production. 
Pennsylvania dairy production showed a negative growth around -3.1 percent from 2000 to 2015 while New York is showing growth of around 20 percent and Wisconsin around 25 percent, according to National Agricultural Statistics Service data presented by Nicholson. He said Pennsylvania’s dairy production numbers are similar to 15 years ago. 
The second challenge is a need to address capacity issues, he said. Slow milk production growth does not encourage investment in facilities and some periods of insufficient capacity led to dumped milk. A third challenge is a decline in the use of Class I milk, or fluid milk. Reductions in higher value milk use have had an effect on Pennsylvania milk prices. 
The fourth challenge is the cycle of farm prices, margins and profitability. In 2014, dairy producers spiked an all-time high in prices before dropping in 2015 and 2016. The margin cycle is almost identical to dangerously low prices that were seen in 2009 and 2010, said Nicholson. “How long is it going to take us to get to recovery and how much recovery are we going to see?” asked Nicholson. 
New legislation 
Some dairy producers feel some of that price recovery could be found if new legislation is passed. Sponsored by Rep. John Lawrence, R-West Grove, HB 1265 would require milk dealers, in addition to 
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cooperatives who sell farmers’ milk, to provide the farmers a written statement “of the specific dollar amount of state-mandated premium included in the payment for milk.” 
Pennsylvania dairies are awarded an “over-order premium” — an additional $1.85 per hundred pounds of milk or 16 cents per gallon — as an incentive for milk produced and sold within Pennsylvania.  Lawrence said in his testimony, the idea behind this premium was that Pennsylvania consumers might be willing to pay more per gallon knowing they were helping out the Pennsylvania dairy farmer. 
However, according to Lawrence, “many family farmers do not know how much, if any, of that state-mandated money is actually getting back to them. Many have said to me that the money is ‘lost in the system’.” Current Pennsylvania legislature protects cooperatives from disclosing specific dollar amounts of state-mandated premiums collected in a milk check. 
The push is for more transparency between producers and cooperatives, allowing producers to see what dollars are being generated and who is benefiting. 
Opposition 
Addressing earlier testimony by Dairy Farmers of America, one of the largest dairy cooperatives in the state, Lawrence refuted DFA’s opposition to the bill. DFA Northeast testified in June, that premiums from all members (in Pennsylvania and out of state) are collected and combined. After calculating marketing expenses, money is paid to its members in the form of market-driven premiums. 
By law, DFA is allowed to blend proceeds of all sales and make payments to farmers as determined by farmer members in their cooperative agreement.  However, Lawrence said Pennsylvania farmers should be getting the over-order premium “on top of whatever market driven premium DFA negotiates.” 
“I do take issue with DFA’s stated desire to pool the Pennsylvania-created and mandated over-order premium with out of state dairy farmers, that is a key reason to support HB 1265,” Lawrence said. 
Neutral stance 
Land O’Lakes representative, Tom Wegner, said Pennsylvania Milk Marketing payments only represent 10 percent of its member revenues.  While the Land O’Lakes Carlisle, Pennsylvania, plant has a strong presence in the Pennsylvania dairy industry, Wegner said Land O’Lakes is remaining neutral on its stance, but will comply with whatever the final ruling may be. 
Support from Farm Bureau and PennAg 
Pennsylvania Farm Bureau (PFB) and PennAg Industries support the transparency suggested by HB 1265.  “We are all hurting across the industry,” from egg production, to crop production and agricultural service, said PennAg Executive Vice President Christian Herr, adding PennAg would like to work with legislation that supports all agricultural industries. 
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PFB President Rick Ebert said even if prices were to rebound, things would remain tight as farmers work their way out of debt. 
Justin Risser, a dairy farmer and president of the Professional Dairy Managers of Pennsylvania, said the current permitting process puts the state’s dairy farmers at a competitive disadvantage with other high-producing states like New York, Michigan and Wisconsin.  But he also pointed to the need for more processing opportunities in the Commonwealth and encouraged lawmakers to adopt an aggressive economic development policy to achieve that goal. 
Amending HB 1276 
“Cooperatives really have carried the burden of balancing the market,” said Redding. “There is no way you can keep the Class I markets that we enjoy in Pennsylvania without having a place for those other classes of milk.” 
Redding suggested an amendment to HB 1276: “We suggest, on one side, transparency on the premium and how it gets to the producer and, on the other side, to acknowledge that there is also an infrastructure in place that has to be built and maintained and that building and maintaining is done by our cooperatives in Pennsylvania.” 
Profitability 
The bottom line is profitability, and Redding also could like to see changes to the federal Margin Protection Program. There is not enough data to have a basis for a regional feed pricing system which could help producers received a better premium. Redding suggests seeking government funding for a survey to determine that basis. 

Agriculture trade 
Source: Shanghai Daily | August 22, 2016, Monday | http://www.shanghaidaily.com/ 

 
MEXICO and China have an opportunity to take a big step forward in agricultural cooperation during a G20 summit to be held in Hangzhou in September, economist Anibal Zottele recently told Xinhua news agency. 
The right agreements could see more Mexican agricultural products enter the Chinese market, said Zottele, who runs the China-Veracruz Studies Center at Veracruz University. 
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According to the North American country’s federal government, Mexican agricultural exports to China rose to US$150 million in 2015 and are expected to rise to around US$300 million. Currently, most of these exports are made up of avocados, seafood and cotton, although tequila demand is booming in China. Agreements on the export of white maize, dairy and meats were inked last year. 
Zottele believes that Mexican farmers can greatly benefit from the Chinese market as the country’s growing middle class seeks more high-quality products. 

Dairy farmers look to cheaper semen options to cut costs  SIMONE SMITH, The Weekly Times August 21, 2016 7:30pm, http://www.weeklytimesnow.com.au/ 
 
DAIRY farmers are looking for cheaper semen options, using up stored semen or even opting to do without artificial insemination to cut costs this season. 
Breeding companies reported a mixed response to AI since farmgate milk prices were slashed, but all agree that there are ways to cut semen costs without affecting a herd’s genetic potential. 
Genetics Australia general manager Anthony Shelley said the market was “extremely varied” because of the differences in market conditions between the northern and southeastern states, but the overall trend pointed to farmers spending less on semen. 
“Everything from no AI, putting the bulls out, to reducing expenditure, to reduce AI breeding days and then (there are) some areas we are not seeing any significant change,” he said. 
Mr Shelley said most farmers would look to cut their average semen unit cost by between $2 and $5, with the average spend ranging from “mid-teens” to $25/unit. 
Mr Shelley said there were still a lot of good bulls in the $15-$18/unit range that would achieve good outcomes for farmers. 
Semex Australia managing director Jim Conroy said farmers were mostly trying to decrease the average price per dose of semen and use up semen in storage. 
“The average dairyman last year and the year before averaged something like the low twenties (dollars/dose), but this year they are looking at averaging $15-$16-$18 a dose,” he said. 
Mr Conroy said about 20 per cent of clients would be using up stock from previous years, while a smaller portion had decided not to use AI. 
“There are more bulls on farms today than there have been for the last 30 years,” he said. “It is easy to say we are not going to spend the $3000, $5000 or $10,000 (on AI) when we have five bulls out the back and you can let them out. Sure the calves will be worth less, but at the moment who cares?” 
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The top end breeder market has also been careful, according to Mr Conroy. He said farmers looking to flush cows for the bull market or show ring would traditionally buy five or six straws of a top end bull, use two and then store the others. This time, they are only buying what they need for the specific flush. 
ABS general manager James Smallwood said farmers were polarised. Some continued to purchase the highest quality semen, while others had mixed top bulls with older or cheaper bulls to reduce the average price. 
Mike Waite, an LIC district manager, said it was cheaper to use AI than bulls. He said bulls were currently between $1600-$2000 and each bull serviced about 25 cows. He said keeping total AI costs down to $17-$18 meant it was cheaper to AI. 
 

Armed woman robs Dunedin dairy, second neighbourhood robbery in two days 
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national 

 
HAMISH MCNEILLY/FAIRFAX NZ 
Police at the scene of an attempted armed robbery on Prince Albert Rd, Dunedin on Thursday. 
A dairy worker has been threatened by a weapon-wielding woman in Dunedin's second such incident in two days. 
Police were called to Sai Food Market on the corner of Prince Albert Rd and Victoria Rd at 7.15pm on Thursday. 
A police spokeswoman said nothing was taken, but the owner had been threatened with a weapon. 

 
HAMISH MCNEILLY/FAIRFAX NZ 
This Dunedin Indian takeway shop on Prince Albert Rd was robbed by a knife-wielding teen. 
"[The robber] pointed a weapon at the owner and demanded money. When the owner backed away the offender reached over the counter and tried to open the till, but she failed and left empty-handed." 
The offender was described as a skinny, fair-skinned woman, possibly in her 20s, and approximately 157cm tall. 
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The woman was wearing a dark balaclava and dark clothing.  

 
HAMISH MCNEILLY/FAIRFAX NZ 
Police at the scene of the aggravated robbery at Tandoree Garden takeaways on Wednesday night. 
The store was just 600m from the site of a similar incident on Wednesday, where a young woman walked up to the counter of a Indian takeaway, before pulling out a knife. 
"I thought she was a customer, and I asked her 'How are you today?'," the owner of Tandooree Garden, who declined to be named, said. 
"She pulled out a knife and said 'Give me all the money'." 
"I was very scared." 
 
As she went to open the till, the man said he began calling police. 
The offender took a small amount of cash from the till of the store before fleeing the scene, about 6.20pm on Wednesday. 
The owner said it was the first time he had been robbed in four years of running the restaurant. 
A police spokeswoman said on Wednesday the young woman remained at large. 
The girl was described as Caucasian, believed to be 16 or 17 years old and of average height and skinny build. She was wearing blue jeans, a blue or black hoodie and Ugg boots.   
She wore no mask, "and if I see her again I will recognise her", the owner said. 
Police said on Thursday it was too early to say if the two incidents were linked. 
Anyone who may have seen something or has any information should contact Dunedin Police on (03) 471 4800 or anonymously via Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111. 
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Data collection key to dairy profits 
    

Thursday, August 18, 2016, http://www.irishexaminer.com/business 
Measurement is critical to the farm business including milk recording, grass measuring, profit monitor and soil fertility, advises one award-winning dairy farmer. Dairygold’s Milk Quality Award winner for 2015, Sean Moher and his wife Treasa are to host an open day on their farm at Croughmore, Mitchelstown, Co Cork, next Tuesday August 23, starting from 11am. 

 
The Mohers and Dairygold are inviting local farmers to come and view what the Milk Quality Award Judges described as an excellent example of what good management and high standards of production can achieve. 
The Milk Quality Award judges concluded that “Sean has a very impressive dairying operation where regular measurement plays a vital role in the success of his enterprise. 
"Sean regularly measures a variety of activities including milk recording, grass growth and soil fertility. The commitment to measurement is helping Sean to maintain an extremely efficient cost of production, the lowest of all finalists.” 
Sean farms on the Cork/Tipperary border near Ballyporeen, ably assisted by his parents Jim and Peggy. He is married to teacher Treasa and they have two small children. 
The Moher farm records an impressive EBI of over €161 and a cost of production of below 15cpl. Measurement is critical to the farm business including milk recording, grass measuring, Profit Monitor and soil fertility. 
Sean is very grass focussed and measures growth weekly. 
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Global Dairy Prices Rise, as Herds Are Culled 
Up nearly 17% after hovering at historically low levels for much of the year 
Aug. 17, 2016 3:04 a.m. ET 
Global dairy prices have risen nearly 17% in four weeks, an encouraging sign for a sector beleaguered globally by low prices and growing stockpiles of cheese and milk powder. 
After hovering at historically low levels for much of 2016, prices have finally started to rally as farmers have culled herds to save money, reducing the available milk. The GlobalDairyTrade Price Index, which covers a variety of products and contract periods in the auction, rose 12.7% from the previous auction on Aug. 2. The index is now at its highest level since Oct. 20, 2015. 
The GlobalDairyTrade auction is an international trading platform established by New Zealand’s Fonterra Co-Operative Group. The average selling price was $2,731 a metric ton. It is closely watched, as the GDT Price Index is widely considered a market reference price for dairy products. 
“The lift over the two August auctions is the first verification of our view that rapidly tightening global supply will lift prices over 2016. We expect further price lifts over the rest of 2016, contingent supply weakness continuing,” ASB Bank economist Nathan Penny said in a note. 

ENLARGE 
Having risen nearly threefold from 2009 to 2014, milk prices halved earlier this year as farmers increased dairy supplies to try to cash in on an expected surge in demand from China and the Middle East. The situation got worse when Russia banned imports of food from the U.S., Australia, Canada and Europe in August 2014, cutting off a market for dairy and increasing the surplus. But that surplus is waning. 
New Zealand, the world’s largest dairy exporter, saw production fall 1.6% in the year to May 31, while production in Australian fell 2.0% in the year to June 30. In Europe, production is slightly higher year over year, but isn't at levels seen earlier this year, according to data from the European Commission. 
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 “We suspect the market is now factoring in a sizable decline in New Zealand milk production. This no doubt added to the massive 18.9% lift in whole-milk powder prices,” said Doug Steel, an economist at Bank of New Zealand. New Zealand’s major export is whole-milk powder. 
Production has fallen as farmers, many of whom have been operating below the cost of production, have been forced to send cows to the slaughterhouse to raise revenue and reduce spending rather than continuing to milk them. Furthermore, supplementary feeding, which increases milk yield but isn't necessary, has been reduced to cut costs. 
 “The only one bucking the trend of late has been the U.S. But even in the U.S., there are signs softer prices are likely to weigh on future production,” said Anne Boniface, an economist at Westpac Banking Corp. in New Zealand. The U.S. Department of Agriculture last month lowered the U.S. forecast for milk production in 2016 by 0.2 billion pounds to 212.4 billion pounds due to a fall of the county’s herd. 
Improved demand from China is also playing a role in pushing prices higher, analysts say, noting that concerns prices could rise rapidly are stoking interest. 
“We sense this auction result has a bit of panic buying in it,” Mr. Steel said. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


